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ABSTRACT 

A new approach and methodology to study the ice nucleation proper-

ties of aerosols used for weather modification is introduced in this 

thesis. This approach and methodology is termed mixed aerosol phase 

change kinetics and is based on an analogy to chemical reaction kinet-

ics. Utlizing this methodology, measurements of the rates of ice cry-

stal formation in a cloudy environment by ice nucleating ae,osols, can 

give inferences to the inter-relationships existing between ice ~u~lea-

tion effectiveness, mechanisms for ice crystal formation, and aerosol 

physical and chemical characteristics. The chemical kinetic methodology 

is applied to the study of a specific ice nucleating aerosol in the CSU 

isothermal cloud chamber. This aerosol, mixed silver iodide - silver 

chloride (Ag! - AgCI), was suspected to be a highly efficient ice 

nucleus. The mixed Ag! - AgCI aerosols were generated by simple solu-

tion combustion methods. 

The major conclusions in this thesis are the following: 

a. The analogy to chemical reaction kinetics appears valid for the 

study of ice nucleation. An analysis of data based on the kinetic 

methodology produces clear and detailed information about the 

nucleation process. 

b. Mixed AgI - AgCl aerosols were found to form ice crystals by cont~qt 

nucleation at cloud liquid water conte~ts of 0.5 gm-3 and 1.5 gm-~. a~d 
o temperatures -16 C and warmer, based on the kinetic analysis 

and simple confirmatory tests. Nucleation following collision was 

found to be rapid or does not occur at all, suggesting a competiti~n 
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between rates of freezing and dissolution at active sites on the 

nuclei surface after collision. 

c. Mixed AgI - AgCI aerosols display effectiveness values which are 

one order of magnitude larger at -120 C and three orders of 

magnitude larger at -6 0 C in comparison to the AgI aerosols 

generated from the AgI'NH
4

1 - acetone - water solution 

combustion system. The improvement must be due to a mechanis~ 

Which favors the rate of freezing versus dissolution of active sites. 

Since the AgI aerosols from the AgI'NH
4

1 - acetone - water 

system function by the same mechanism in the isothe~al cloud 

chamber, this new nucleant may display e~anoed utility whe~ used 

operationally. 

d. At -20
0

C, a hypothesized deposition nucleation mechanism competes 

with contact nucleation to form ice crystals. A good correlation is 

found between the percent of particles greater than 500 AO and 

the percent of ice crystals formed by deposition, suggesting a size 

cutoff to the appreciable deposition rate at that value. 

e. Rates of ice crystal formation by Ag! - AgCI aerosols are relatively 

slow in the isothermal cloud chamber (20-40 minutes for 90% 

-3 . 
production in a 1.5 gm cloud) by either mechanism. In using 

this nucleant operationally, strong consideration should be given 

to the contact nucleation behavior at temperatures -16 0 C and 

warmer, and to the fact that droplet concentrations in this experiment 

were much greater than those found in wintertime clouds. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Silver iodide containing aerosols have been used as ice nuclei for 

weather modification field experimentation, operations, and research, 

for more than thirty years. A prime motivation for ice nucleation 

research in the past has been to produce aerosols which function to form 

the maximum amount of ice crystals at temperatures warmer than -20
o

C. 

For precipitation enhancement purposes, a nucleant which realizes its 

maximum activity at relatively warm temperatures below OOC is most 

desirable. This allows the seeding effect to take place in portions of 

clouds, where the natural nucleation process is deficient. 

Of equal importance to the ice nuclei effectiveness, but less well 

understood or considered in the design or conduct of weather modifica

tion experimentation, are the rates of ice crystal formation by various 

silver iodide aerosols. This factor was recognized in early nucleation 

studies as the "time lag" of ice nucleation. The rate processes 

involved in nucleation and ice crystal formation will influence the sub

sequent rate of development and fallout of precipitation. Therefore, an 

understanding of such rate processes is nece~sary to avoid misinterpre

tation and improper application of laboratory derived composite effec

tiveness values. 

Nucleation effectiveness and rates are not totally unrelated, in 

that they both will reflect the mechanism for ice crystal formation. 

This mechanism is in turn related to the physical and chemical charac

teristics of the nuclei, as well as the environmental conditions. To 
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the present time. no technique has been demonstrated to study these 

inter-relationships in a cloud environment which permits nuclei to func

tion naturally. It has not been thought possible to study the ice 

nucleation mechnanisms of silver iodide aerosols. except by controlled 

or forced means. \ 

One purpose of this study is to demonstrate that it. is possible to 

study the complex behavior of silver iodide aerosols in an isothermal 

cloud environment by drawing an analogy to the principles of chemical 

reaction kinetics. This should lead to a better understanding of the 

inter-relationships involved in the nucleation process and allow better 

application of laboratory results to the atmosphere. In addition. this 

new technique should find application in the study of nucleation in 

natural and seeded atmospheric clouds which can be probed by cloud phy

sics aircraft. 

Another purpose of this study is to introduce an improved ice 

nucleant for weather modification use~ which can be produced by a simple 

modification to existing solution combustion generating systems. The 

study of mixed silver halides as ice nuclei at the CSU Cloud Simulation 

and Aerosol Laboratory was initiated on the ba~is of evidence that AgI

AgCI (silver iodide-silver chloride) and AgI-AgBr (silver iodide-silver 

bromide) aerosols. in various molar ratios. would display a better effi

ciency of ice crystal formation at temperatures closer to OoC than AgI 

aerosols presently used. The AgI-AgCI aerosols were chosen for full 

characterization here. This necessarily includes the determination of 

effectiveness. rates. and mechanisms of ice crystal formation as a func

tion of nuclei size and composition. and also cloud characteristics. 
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The facilities described in chapter four and the kinetics approach dis

cussed in chapter three have been used to achieve this. 

1.2 Specific Objectives 

The general purposes of this study may be separated into three 

specific obj~ctives. These are: 

1) introduce mixed aerosol phase change kinetics as a viable 

approach to the study of ice nucleation, and apply its princi

ples to data from the CSU isothermal cloud chamber. 

2) demonstrate the inter-relationships between effectiveness, rates 

of ice crystal formation, mechanisms for ice crystal formation, 

and nuclei chemistry, occurring in nucleation by AgI-AgCI 

nuclei. 

3) generate and test mixed silver iodide-silver chloride aerosols 

to prove or disprove preliminary evidence of their superior 

effectiveness compared to commonly used Ag! aerosols; in partic

ular, those from the AgI·NH
4

I-acetone-water solution combustion 

system. 

1.3 General Approach 

This stud.y introduces, for the first time, an approach to the 

determination of ice crystal nucleation mechanisms based on principles 

of chemical kinetics. This kinetics is not to be confused with non

equilibrium tlHlrmodynamics (sometimes referred to as "kinetics"), the 

classical approach to studying ice nucleation rates and mechanisms. In 

kinetics, the rueasur~d rate of formation can be used to define the 

mechanism of formation if kinetic parameters are properly controlled. 

Considering the isoth~rmal cloud chamber as being analogous to a chemi

cal re~ctor ~fter the introduction of an ice nucleating aerosol, our 
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product is then ice crystals. With appropriate control of kinetic 

parameters such as temperature, nuclei concentration, vapor concentra

tion, and droplet concentration, ice nucleation mechanisms are then 

defined. The analogy and principles of kinetics are dhcussed in depth 

in the third chapter. The knowledge of the nucleation mechanism along 

with a standard procedure for determining the ice nucl£;ating effective

ness of an aerosol, and a simple means of altering aerosol chemical com

position, allows the investigation of the inter-relatic,nships among 

these characteristics. 

The production of AgI-AgCl aerosols is thermodynalIlically possible 

by the addition of ammonium perchlorate (NH
4 

Cl0
4

) to the 2AgI"NH
4
I

acetone-water solution combustion system for aerosol generation. The 

reaction is described as follows: 

AgI + NH4Cl04 -7 AgCl + 1/2 12 + 1/2 N2 + 02 + 21120; AH= -56.6 kcal. 

The negative heat of reaction (~) indicates that the reaction would be 

exothermic. If produced. the AgCl would survive since it is even more 

stable than AgI. It is likely that the AgI and AgCI will combine to 

form solid solution aerosols. This means that Cl atoms will replace 

some I atoms in the crystal lattice. Different composition aerosols 

were produced by varying the mole percentage (with respect to AgI) of 

NH
4

Cl0
4 

added to the solution. Increments of ten percent were used, 

starting at zero percent, until nucleation effectiveness (ice crystals 

per gram Ag!) was optimized in the 960 liter isothermal cloud chamber. 

Chlorine to iodine molar ratios in the aerosols were determined by neu

tron activation analysis (see 4.1.5) to confirm the production of AgCI. 

The NH
4

CI0
4 

is also likely to eliminate any complexing hygroscopic con

taminants from the AgI as well. thus 
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NH4Cl04 + KI -7 KCl + 1/2 12 + 1/2 N2 + 02 + 2H20. AH= -72.0 keal. 

Solution combustion was performed on the above mentioned solutions using 

the CSU standard test generator. 



II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Chemistry of-AgI-Aerosols-Used for Weather Modification 

The first solution combustion system for the production of AgI 

aerosols was developed by Vonnegut (1949). The method irLvolved the 

combustion of acetone-water solutions of silver iodide. llLsing ammonium 

iodide (NH4I) as a solubilizing agent. After vaporizatic1n the AgI cools 

and solidifies into relatively pure submicron aerosols. The NH
4
I. on 

the other hand. decomposes upon combustion and what remains is probably 

too volatile to survive (St. Amand et. al. 1971). Subseq.uent experimen-

tation and generator development led Vonnegut (1950) to recommend the 

use of alkali iodides as solublizing agents for silver i,odide in 

acetone. That the aerosols produced were not silver iodide. but com-

plexes of silver iodide (2AgI"NaI, 2AgI"KI) was not recognized until 

several years later (Vonnegut. 1957). Mixtures and complexes of silver 

iodide and alkali iodides are hygroscopic. undergoing transitions to 

various hydrates (Burkhardt et. al, 1970; St. Amand et. oal, 1971a) in a 

humid atmosphere. The final result is an insoluble. although highly 

modified. AgI particle left within a solution droplet. 1he ice nucleus 

activi ty of such aerosols has been found to be ·very infe:rior to uncom-

o plexed AgI aerosols at temperatures warmer than -12 C (Garvey. 1975). 

The reason for this is probably a solubility effect. although it is unc-

ertain whether the dissolution of AgI is complete or simply etching of 

"active sites" on the surface (Mossop and Jayaweera. 1969). In any 

case, the original system using ammonium iodide as the sC)lublizing 

iodide was re-adopted for weather modification experimentation using 

solution combustion systems (Donnen et al •• 1972). Exceptions were the 

Colorado River Basin Pilot Project of the Bureau of Reclamation (Elliott 
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et al., 1978) ~~nd the Israeli Rainfall Enhancement Program (Gagin and 

Nueman, 1974). 

Pyrotechnic generation of AgI aerosols has become popular since its 

introduction by workers at the Naval Weapons Center in China Lake, Cali-

fornia (St. Amand et al., 1970). In most pyrotechnics, the silver 

iodide is produced by the reduction of silver iodate (Finnegan et al., 

1962) as follows: 

Endless variati.ons of AgI0
3

, plus aluminum for heat, magnesium for clean 

burning at high altitude, an additional oxidizer (KI0
3

, KN0
3 

for exam

ple), and a binder, have been produced for use in weather modification. 

Pyrotechnics are particularly useful in 'cumulus cloud modification since 

they allow accurate delivery of nucleating aerosols by aircraft. Fol-

lowing the inadvertent discovery of the positive influence on nucleation 

effectiveness of a chlorinated epoxy resin fuel binder in the Navy TB-1 

formulation, Nuclei Engineering Corporation attempted to duplicate the 

results by adding 3% hexachlorobenzene (C
6

C1
6

) to the TB-1 formulation. 

This new formulation produced AgI aerosols with the highest ice nuclei 

o effectiveness ever achieved in the warm temperature region ()-12 C) by 

pyrotechnic production (Sax et al., 1979). -The reason for the enhanced 

ice nucleus activity of this aerosol had not been conclusively related 

to the presence of chlorine. There is some evidence however, that it is 

related to the production of silver chloride, as discussed in the fol-

lowing section. 

2.2 Reasons -fOI' the Ice -Nucleating Ability -of -AgIAerosols 

There are at least two accepted reasons why AgI aerosols have the 

ability to nuc:leate ice. and to varying degrees. The first, epitaxial 
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growth from a surface crystal structure similar to that of ice, was the 

basis of Vonnegut's original choice of this substance as a likely ice 

nucleant. Secondly, it appears that the presence of impurity centers 

or defects on the nucleant surface (Fletcher, 1960, 1969), favorable to 

the adsorption of water in s~ructural clusters, can be of equal imp or-

tance. The actual process is very likely a combination of these fac-

tors. 

Considering the latter, silver iodide is a hydrophobic substance 

whose surface interaction with water is weak. Corrin et al. (1964) 

demonstrated that water vapor adsorption by silver iodide decreased as 

its purity increased. Silver iodide, made by reacting pure silver with 

pure iodine, did not adsorb water and showed no nucleati:ng tendencies 

o down to -15 C. The sites upon which water adsorbs on AgI are really 

impurity sites (Corrin et aI., 1967). These are formed during the pro-

duction and aerosolization of Ag!. Silver iodide used i:n combustion 

generators is commonly contaminated during its manufactu:re by 

adsorption-precipitation of hygroscopic by-products, such as alkali 

nitrates or excess alkali iodide as follows: 

Likewise. silver iodate, the source of AgI in pyrotechni,~s, is commonly 

contaminated with by-products and reactants of their manufacturing pro-

cess (personal communication with Dr. William Finnegan). For example, 

Davis et al. (1975) have also shown, by coincident x-ray diffraction and 

ice nuclei effectiveness studies of AgI aerosols, generated by the 

combustion of the 2AgI'NH
4
I-acetone-water system at various flame tem-
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peratures, that a trace of NH
4

1 must remain on the surface of the nuclei 

for high ice nuclei activity. 

Defect sites have also been found to be polar sites (Edwards and 

Evans. 1961). When one ion (1-) is replaced by another (CI-). the sur-

face charge distribution may be altered. essentially changing the nature 

of active sites. 

The epitaxial effect in nucleation by silver iodide has been dis-

cussed by Zettlemoyer et al. (1961) and Vonnegut and Chessin (1971). 

That epitaxial catalysis is improved by any modification which brings 

the lattice constant of the nucleant to a closer match with that of ice, 

follows from a nucleation catalysis theory based on the elastic distor-

tion that results because the lattice constant of silver iodide is 1.5% 

larger than that of ice (Turnbull and Vonnegut. 1952). In such a 

theory, the mismatch between the structures of ice and AgI is responsi-

ble for the 2.SoC supercooling necessary to cause bulk water to freeze 

in its presence. Vonnegut and Chessin (1971) demonstrated that by the 

coprecipitatio~l of silver bromide with silver iodide. metastable solid 

solutions are formed (Br atoms are substituted for as many as 30% of I 

atoms in the AgI crystal lattice) which can.cause bulk water to freeze 

o at a supercooling of only 1.3 C. This coincided with the reduction of 

the lattice constant by up to 0.5%. They pointed out. however. that 

they may have also changed other physical and chemical properties of the 

surface. This would influence water adsorption. and water cluster for-

mation is a precursor to the epitaxial effect (Zettlemoyer et al •• 

1961). 

Although the exact importance of each factor discussed is still 

uncertain. mixed silver iodide-silver chloride would seem a likely can-
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didate as an efficient ice nucleant since it might have a better epitax-

ial match to ice than pure AgI (similar to AgI-AgBr) and the Cl- might 

produce surface defect sites more favorable to water cluster formation 

(personal communication with Dr. A C. Zettlemoyer). It is possible that 

such a mechanism is responsible for the high activity of the NEI TB-1 

pyrotechnic formulation. Heats of formation calculations of possible 

reactions occurring in the combustion of this formulation show that the 

formation of silver chloride is possible thermodynamically as follows: 

If formed. AgCl would survive the generation process (AgCl is more 

stable than AgI) and solid solutions or intimate mixtures of AgI and 

AgCI would be produced in aerosol form. Sax et a1. (19'19) found prelim-

inary evidence of chlorine in the TB-1 (with C
6

C1
6

) aerosol by energy 
" 

dispersive x-ray analysis. This strongly suggested a study of the 

nucleating properties of purposely generated AgI-AgCI aerosols. 

2.3 baboratory -Det-erminat ion -of -the -Ice ·-Nuc 1e i-Effect ive-ness -of -Aerosols 

There are several approaches to the determination e>f the ice 

nucleation activity. or effectiveness, of an aerosol. The absolute 

value of effectiveness at a given temperature will depend on the method 

used. which may allow only a given mechanism for ice formation (see sec-

tion 2.4) to procede. In addition. all methods suffer from the produc-

tion of varying degrees of unrepresentativeness to natural atmospheric 

cloud conditions, and control over such conditions can be highly vari-

able. 

The first attempts to measure ice nucleation effectiveness of aero-

sols utilized simple cold boxes in which a supercooled cloud was formed 

by injecting moist air (Schafer, 1946; Vonnegut, 1949). Temperature 
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control was not very accurate in such chambers, varying by 2
0

C or more 

over the depth of the cold box. Also, wall effects (diffusion of water 

vapor and nuclei)"were very large and the cloud environment could be 

severely disturbed by the ice crystal counting technique. 

Rapid expansion cloud chambers of the type described by Warner 

(1957) followed the cold boxes as the accepted method of determining the 

ice nucleus activity of both natural and artificial nucleants. The 

technique was to overpressurize and cool a small (several liter) 

chamber. Upon release of the pressure, the temperature would drop tem

porarily to a value determined by the overpressure, creating a super

cooled cloud. Wall effects were reduced by treating the walls with 

glycol, and a sugar solution was utilized for counting. However, the 

method ignored the time dependence (rate) of the nucleation process and 

high transient supersaturations were created by rapid cooling. 

The membrane filter technique, described by Bigg et al. (1963) and 

later modified and improved by Stevenson (1968) and others, utilizes the 

ability of membrane filters to capture aerosol particles. The filter is 

processed in an ice thermal diffusion chamber. In such a device, the 

supersaturation ,of water vapor can be controlled by controlling the tem

perature difference between the filter surface and an ice surface above 

the filter. Supersaturation is an important parameter in the nucleation 

process. Its value can determine the effectiveness of many nucleants 

(Huffman, 1973; Anderson and Hallet, 1976) and must be carefully con

trolled. Although very popular, this method measures nucleating ability 

from the vapor olnly, ignoring the interaction between nuclei and dro

plets, and the influence of the membrane substrate on the nucleation 

activity of aerosols has been criticized (Fukuta, 1966; Schaller and 

Fukuta, 1979). 
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The ability of aerosols to freeze supercooled droplets has also 

been studied by several investigators. Gokhale (1965). Gokha1e and 

Goold (1968). and Vali (1968) have thoroughly investigated the freezing 

of millimeter sized water drops suspended on a substrate. Sax and 

Goldsmith (1972) studied this phenomenon with 20 to 80 micron droplets 

freely suspended in air. 

Other studies of nucleation effectiveness have utilized portable 

continuous ice nucleus counters. Langer (1973) and Pasarelli et a1. 

(1974) studied the nucleation effectiveness of various aerosols in the 

NCAR ice nucleus counter. Used in its normal operating mode. this 

instrument contains rather large temperature gradients and sustained 

water supersaturations. This likely forces condensation on nuclei. 

which might not occur naturally. The short residence time of aerosols 

in the chamber (few minutes) is also a problem. 

Despite the variety of techniques possible. only large cloud 

chambers have been used to routinely calibrate the effectiveness of 

silver iodide aerosol generators and pyrotechnics used in weather modif

ication experimentation. Three facilities in the United States have 

participated in this calibration. They are. the Naval Weapons Center 

(Odencrantz, 1969), the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 

(Donnan et al •• 1971). and CSU's Cloud Simulation and Aerosol Laboratory 

(Steele and Krebs. 1967; Garvey. 1975; Grant and Steele. 1966). Only the 

CSU facility remains in operation. Cloud chambers can best represent 

the processes in natural clouds if the temperature. supersaturation. and 

droplet size and concentration are well controlled. Large size also 

minimizes wall effects and allows one to deal with large samples of 
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nucleating material generated from actual field generators. Too often, 

laboratory studies deal with silver iodide aerosols which may differ 

from those used in the field, due to the production technique used. The 

CSU isothermal cloud chamber has the above mentioned advantages over 

other methods. Contrary to statements by other investigators (Schaller 

and Fukuta, 1979), there is no evidence that this method suffers from 

transient high supersaturations during sample introduction, or fails to 

produce clearly defined or stably sustained supersaturations with 

respect to ice. These are eliminated by the present methods of sample 

dilution and cloud air introduction discussed in chapter four. The 

isothermal cloud chamber can justifiably be said to represent a slowly 

settling stratus cloud at water saturation. The slow expansion cloud 

chamber described by Garvey (1975), appears to have the most promise in 

describing the nucleation activity of aerosols in "dynamic" cloud 

situations, with small water supersaturations and larger cloud droplet 

sizes. 

2.4 Ice Nue lea tion -Fechan isms 

Although the physical mechanisms for ice formation by AgI aerosol 

have, in general, been agreed upon, the nOi!iCnclature is rather ambigu

ous. For this study, four mechanisms, or modes of function, will be 

considered and defined as follows: 

vapor deposition-the transformation of water vapor directly to the 

ice phase on nuclei to form an ice embryo which 

will grow. 

condensation freezing to embryos-the deposition of water vapor to the 

liquid phase on nuclei followed by freezing to 

form a viable ice embryo. 
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condensation to droplet freezing-the complete condensation of water vapor 

onto a nucleus to form a droplet which subsequently 

freezes. 

contact freezing-the freezing of cloud droplets after direct contact by 

an ice nucleus. 

The mechanism of immersion freezing (penetration of a drop by an aerosol 

particle, followed by freezing) is not included here, as there is no 

evidence that such an energetically improbable (due to surface tension 

effects) process occurs naturally, or that the result would be any dif

ferent than in contact nucleation. 

The concept of vapor deposition ice nucleation was envisioned in 

the early days of ice nucleation. A thermodynamic theory for deposition 

was developed by Fletcher (1958a), showing that the rate of ice nuclea

tion is an increasing function of nuclei size and the supersaturation 

with respect to ice, and a decreasing function of temperature. This 

theory predicts that deposition on submicron silver iodide is , for all 

practical purposes, impossible under realistic atmospheric conditions 

(Sax, 1970). The theory, however, may be quite inadequate in quantita

tively describing the nucleation behavior of aerosols. since it applies 

macroscopic ideas to molecular regions (Sax, 1970; Pruppacher and Klett, 

1978). Numerous studies have confirmed the qualitative predictions of 

the theory, but have shown that Ag! aerosols have a finite nucleating 

ability, although the process appears quite inefficient at most tempera

tures important to weather modification for precipitatioll enhancement. 

Using very small particles «100 A
O 

radius), produced by reacting iodine 

vapor with a silver aerosol and deposited on a gold surface. Edwards and 

Evans (1960) showed that deposition at water saturation did not occur at 
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o temperatures warmer than -18.5 C, and only for 0.5% of the aerosol at 

that temperature. Gerber (1972) found size cutoffs for vapor deposi-

tional activity by AgI aerosol (thermally generated from an AgI-amine 

complex and deposited on a Goetz aerosol spectrometer foil), at water 

saturation, of 500 AO diameter at -200 C and 1500 AO diameter at -16oC. 

Anderson and Hallet (1976) found a similar size cutoff for nucleation 

from the vapor at water saturation and below onto dislocation (growth) 

steps of single crystal silver iodide substrates, only the nucleation 

occurred even s.t -SoC. They did not, however, distinguish between vapor 

deposition and freezing following capillary condensation onto their 

cleaved surfaces; the second mechanism mentioned previously. Schaller 

and Fukuta (1979) were the first to study vapor deposition onto freely 

suspended thermally generated AgI aerosols, by using a wedge shaped ice 

thermal diffusion chamber. Their results displayed the expected super-

o saturation and temperature dependences and gave -9 C as the nucleation 

threshold (1.3% nucleation in one minute) at water saturation for 0.3 

micron mean diameter aerosol. 

It is difficult to find any specific experiments on the mechanism 

of condensation freezing to embryos. This is a result of the difficulty 

of separating this mechanism from vapor deposition nucleation. The two 

are often combined in the term "sorption nucleation". Such behavior 

was evident in the work of Anderson and Hallett (1976). Gerber et al. 

(1970). and Edwards and Evans (1968). It has been treated theoretically 

by Fletcher (1959). Preliminary studies at CSU have revealed that very 

small quantitie:; of hygroscopic contamination on AgI aerosol can 

encourage this mechanism. which can be fast and efficient at warm tem-

peratures and water saturation, in contrast to deposition. 
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Condensation to droplets followed by freezing on 'pure' AgI parti

cles requires supersaturations with respect to water.. Edwards and Evans 

(1960), and Mossop and Jayaweera (1969) concluded that 'pure' AgI cannot 

function in this way at the small supersaturations encountered natur

ally. However, Schaller and Fukuta (1979), in their study of freely 

suspended AgI aerosols, found the necessary supersaturations to be 

small, although larger supersaturations enhanced nucleation. As with 

much past work on mechanisms, however, discrepancies might be explained 

in terms of the different particle sizes used, or experiIDental methods 

employed. In this case, the aerosols used by Schaller and Fukuta were 

not size representative of the typical field generator effluent. They 

were much larger, and more favorable for condensation at lower water 

supersaturations. As discussed ea'rlier, condensation to droplet

freezing also becomes very likely, even at water saturation, for mixed 

AgI-alkali iodide aerosols (St. Amand et aI., 1971) and has been con

firmed for the AgI"NaI complex by Mossop and Jayaweera (1969). 

The concept of contact nucleation was discussed by Vonnegut (1949) 

as one hypothesis to explain the production of ice crystals for several 

tens of minutes following aerosol injection into his cold chataber. At 

that time he rejected this as being the rate determining step. Edwards 

and Evans (1960) on the other hand, showed that their sma,ll AgI aerosols 

were 200 times more efficient as freezing nuclei than as depositional 

nuclei and attributed this to collisions with cloud droplets. Gokhale 

and Goold (1968) found surface nucleation of millimeter sized droplets 

by AgI particles to be possible, even at -SoC, while the nucleation 

ability of such particles submerged in droplets was poor. Limiting the 

mechanism to contact nucleation only by allowing cloud size droplets to 
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pass through an aerosol region, Sax and Goldsmith (1972) confirmed ther

mally generated Ag! as an efficient contact nucleator. Cooper (1974) 

and Fukuta (1975) have given possible theoretical explanations for this 

behavior, while Alkezweeny (1971), Isaac (1972) and Young (1973) have 

modeled the rate of ice crystal formation in clouds by contact nuclea-

tion. 

The transport of aerosol to supercooled droplets in cloud can occur 

by one or more processes, ie., Brownian diffusion, diffusiophoresis, 

thermophoresis, inertial impaction, electrophoresis, and turbulent 

coagulation. A description and discussion of these processes, particu

larly in the isoth~rmal cloud chamber. will be r~served for Chapter 3. 

After collision, nucleation is not certain. Sax and Goldsmith found a 

steep temperature coefficient to the efficiency of the nucleation colli

sion process. decreasing rapidly at warmer temperatures. ~wst research

ers have explained this in terms of the active site theory of freezing 

nucleation. Fletcher (1970) suggested that there might be a competition 

occurring between the rate of freezing of droplets and the rate of dis

solution of AgI particles as well. Matthews et al. (1972) specifically 

discussed rates of solution in cloud sized droplets and displayed 

theoretically, the short time available for freezing by small AgI parti

cles at warm cloud temperatures. 

The majority of the studies previously mentioned examined the 

mechanistic behavior of Ag! aerosols by isolating given mechanisms. 

Also, little work was performed using the same aerosols as are used for 

field experimentation. To do so is essential due to the sensitivity of 

the nucleation process to nuclei chemistry and surface properties. The 

importance of Simultaneously occurring mechanisms in the formation of 
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ice crystals in supercooled clouds could only be postulated from previ

ous studies. A proper way to answer this question is to examine nuclea

tion behavior in laboratory clouds or natural clouds which allow natural 

competition for ice crystal formation. Several laboratory studies using 

large cloud chambers, and in a few cases natural clouds, have debated 

the importance of given mechanisms 'in the formation of ice by AgI aero

sols. The advantage is the resultant ability to more accurately predict 

a nucleant's behavior under any given cloud conditions. The problem, 

however, is in determining simply from ice crystal production, exactly 

what mechanism or mechanisms are functioning. 

At least three methods have been utilized to de line ,ate mechanisms 

in competitive cloud situations. Weickmann et a!. (1970) and Davis .and 

Auer (1972) separated contact nucleation and vapor deposition nucleation 

by actual field generator aerosols in the CSU isothermal cloud chamber 

and an orographic cap cloud respectively, by analysis of ice crystals 

for double structured frozen droplet centered crystals (Auer, 1970). 

This structure has been associated with an origin as a frozen droplet, 

thus contact nucleation. by the above authors. Wieckmann et a1. 

reported that all aerosols tested act primaril~ as contact nuclei at 

temperatures of -17°C, while Davis and Auer reported that increases in 

ice crystal concentration in seeding with AgI from the 2AgI"NH
4
I

acetone-water combustion system could be entirely explained by a colli

sion nucleation mechanism at -12oC. A second method has been discussed 

by Katz and Pilie (1974) and Katz and Mack (1980) for use in large cloud 

chambers. They used fluorescent tracer particles within cloud droplets 

and observations of replicas of ice crystals produced from thermally 

generated Ag! to determine the percentage of ice crystals that had 
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frozen droplet centers. They concluded that only 2-5% of the crystals 

formed were the result of contact nucleations at water saturation. How

ever. low concentrations of constantly evaporating cloud droplets and an 

impractical nucleant reduce the significance of their findings. Prop

erly performed. this technique shows promise. Their work did definitely 

display'that ice crystals with circular centers are not unique to con

tact nucleation by AgI aerosols. casting much doubt on the first method 

discussed. The final common method for distinguishing between contact 

nucleation and a vapor mechanism is by comparison of ice crystal appear

ance rates to theoretical collision rates. Blair et al. (1973) 

attempted such. a calculation for the aerosol from the AgI·NH
4

I-acetone

water system in their facility. but found only that a simple collision 

model was inadequate to explain their results. Davis (1974) and Garvey 

and Davis (1975) were much more innovative in their use of ice crystal 

production data from the CSU isothermal cloud chamber. Recognizing that 

contact nucleation is strongly dependent on particle size and droplet 

concentration. they noted differences in ice crystal formation rates 

with changes in these parameters, using the 2AgI·NH
4

I-acetone-water sys

tem for particle generation. The changes observed agreed qualitatively 

with the concept of contact nucleation and on this assumption. they 

obtained excellent agreement between experimentally determined and 

theoretically calculated coagUlation rate constants at all temperatures. 

The above evidence shows that there is still much contradiction in 

the literature concerning the mechanisms important for ice formation by 

aerosols used for weather modification. This question must be answered 

in order to transfer laboratory results to the atmosphere. The field 

would benefit from a technique for the definitive determination of the 
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importance of various mechanisms in competitive cloud s~ituations. The 

kinetics approach given in the following chapter is such a technique. 

With kinetics principles. the data of Garvey and Davis definitively 

identified nucleation by contact. with the theoretical calculations sim

ply supplying confirmatory evidence. 

2 .5 Rat·e-s---of-Ice--·Grys-ta i-Format ion 

While it has long been recognized that there is a strong dependence 

of the nucleation ability of particles on temperature, the dependence on 

time has received for less attention. The time factor in contact 

nucleation has been quite evident {Edwards and Evan. 1960; Isaac and 

Douglas, 1972} and was discussed in section 2.4. The formation of ice 

crystals by any mechanism. however, is a rate process, reflecting physi

cal and chemical barriers to nucleation. In the past this has been 

termed the "time lag" of ice nucleation. encompassing all the time 

dependences and delays which may occur between aerosol introduction into 

a supercooled cloud and the appearance of ice crystals. The "time lag" 

in ice nucleation by atmospheric aerosols was investigated by Warner and 

Newnham (1958), who found the rate of appearance and fallout of ice cry

stals decreasing exponentially with a time constant of about 15 minutes. 

Fletcher {1958b} interpreted these results in terms of a time dependent 

nucleation of a spectrum of nuclei "active" over a range of tempera

tures. This, however. assumes depositional behavior. Isaac and Douglas 

(1972) point out that the results could easily be explained by invoking 

contact nucleation by sufficiently small aerosols. Warburton and Hef

fernan (1964) reported on a similar "time lag" by AgI-NaI complex aero

sols. Their time constants were shorter than those of 1Varner and Newn

ham. In both cases, however, the mixing chambers used undoubtedly 
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contained supersaturations as a result of the cloud introduction pro

cedure and no consideration was given as to which mechanisms might be 

operative. Anderson and Hallett (1976) noted a completely different 

"time lag" in nucleation from the vapor onto a "pure" AgI surface, 

requiring a definite time lapse before ice crystals appeared. 

It is quite apparent that ice crystals do not form instantaneously 

following aerosol introduction to a supercooled cloud. Fletcher stated 

in hi 1958 article that "no precise meaning is attached to the specifi

cation of 'the number of nuclei active at temperature T' unless a time 

is also specified." It is not likely that this has been an important 

operational consideration during the ensuing twenty years. This study 

will stress th~ importance of this factor in nucleation by AgI aerosols 

and display the utility of a knowledge of ice crystal formation rates in 

underst~nding the function of nuclei in clouds. 



III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 A-€hemic-al-Ki:netic-~-Approac-h-A~--AppHed-to·-the -Experiment 

From a chemical standpoint. kinetics deals with the rates of chemi-

cal reactions. with all the factors which influence the rates of reac-

tions. and with the explanation of the rates in terms of reaction 

mechanisms. Kinetics measurements furnish informational input. The 

mechanisms are derived models to explain this information. 

Some definitions are necessary. The reaction rate is defined as 

the rate of change of concentration of a substance involved in a reac-

tion. The functional relation between rate and concentration is called 

a rate expression. These are differential expressions of the general 

form. 

Here. C
A 

is the concentration of the particular product ,or reactant 

which is being followed to measure the rate of reaction. In many 

instances. the rate of decrease in concentration of a reactant is found 

to depend on the product of concentration terms. 

K is referred to as the rate constant and a. b. and n are orders of the 

reaction with respect to each reactant. The net order of reaction is 

given by the sum of these exponents. A rate expression is of practical 

importance since it can be applied to calculate reaction times and 

yields. Also. it can afford an insight into the mechanism by which the 

reaction proceeds. The reaction may be complex on a moll,cular scale. 

but the form of the empirical rate law will suggest the particular path 

via which the reaction takes place. 
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Examinatic,n of past data on rates of appearance of ice crystals in 

the isothermal cloud chamber suggested that it might be possible to draw 

an analogy to chemical reaction kinetics and analyze and interpret these 

data kinetically and to delineate mechanisms for ice crystal formation. 

In this analogJr, the cloud chamber is seen as a reaction chamber with 

ice nuclei, cloud droplets, and water vapor as reactants and ice cry-

stals as the final product. The form of kinetics studied here might 

properly be termed phase change kinetics in a mixed aerosol system. The 

reaction equation is, 
, 

K 
N + V + D -t IC 

where N, V, D, and IC are nuclei. vapor. droplets, and ice crystals 

respectively. The mechanisms for ice crystal formation may be summar-

ized in the diagram below. 

vapor deposition: N-tIE-tIC-t 
condensation freezing to embryos: N-tIE-tIC-t 
condensation to droplet freezing: N-t[O]-tIC-t 

contact freezing: N-t[O]-tIC-t 

(collected IC) 
(collected IC) 
(collected IC) 
(collected IC) 

Here [0] refers to a frozen droplet and IE to an ice embryo. All of 

these can occu~ in the isothermal cloud chamber. Vapor deposition can 

occur at any value of supersaturation above ice supersaturation. It 

therefore can occur at water saturation. at which the chamber is held. 

Condensation flreezing to embryos can occur for any nuclei with hygros-

copic surface contamination or a soluble component. If too much of a 

soluble component is present, the nuclei will become immersed in a solu-

tion droplet (condensation to droplet freezing). Contact between nuclei 

and droplets will always occur to some extent. Its importance in ice 

crystal formation will depend on the existence of other formation 
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mechanisms and their rates in comparison. Thus, all types of nucleation 

mechanisms may be studied in the isothermal cloud ch~ber. Only the 

behavior of nucleants at supersaturations with respect to water are not 

approachable. 

For each series of processes, the rate of appearance of ice cry-

stals will be dependent on the slowest component process. It is likely 

that this will be the first step in each case. That is, ice embryo for-

mation, growth of a dilute solution droplet, or nuclei contact with dro-

plets would be the rate determining or slowest step in the sequence. 

The immediate appearance of ice crystals after insertion:s of various 

aerosols in the chamber in the past has shown that the ol~her processes 

are not rate determining. The elimination of such factors makes the 

experimentally determined kinetics easier to interpret. The rates asso-

ciated with each mechanism will then be dependent, for a given nucleus, 

only on the concentrations of nuclei and vapor (vapor deposition, con-

densation freezing) or nuclei and droplets (contact free2:ing). The 

respective rate expressions are, 

de , ·--N -K en eV 

dt N V 
(3.1.1) 

~~ = r r 
en ed -K dt N D (3.1.2) 

However, the isothermal cloud chamber is held at water saturation at a 

given temperature and droplet concentration is maintained fairly well 

during any given test. Therefore these quantities are constants and all 

processes will be psuedo n-th order. That is, they will display n-th 

order kinetics because the concentrations of the other reactants are 
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held constant~ This is a handy simplification which the isothermal 

cloud chamber provides for in a kinetic study. 

Solving the above differential equations with Cv and CD constant 

and n=1 gives, 

(3.1.3) 

(3.1.4) 

CNO: initial nuclei concentration. 

There is no physical reason to believe that n will be any other number. 

Reactions that are higher order or non-integer order with respect to a 

single component generally involve a decomposition, collision between 

component molecules, or autocatalysis of reactant by product to form 

product. None of these can occur in nucleation in the isothermal cloud 

chamber. The second equation is just the equation for nuclei depletion 
, , 

by Brownian coagulation with droplets if 'n is substituted for K The 

formation of ic~e crystals in either case will follow a simple exponen-

tial law. A particle size distribution complicates matters due to size 

dependencies in nucleation, but evidence is ,that rates of nuclei deple-

tion (ice crystal formation) are exponential in nucleation from the 

vapor onto a distribution of particles, and the resultant rate law in a 

contact process is exponential if the effective particle size distribu-

tion is sharply peaked and normal. A plot of the natural logarithm of 

~/CNO versus time would then be a straight line. 

Two or more of the ice crystal formation processes can occursimul-

taneously. Two simultaneous processes may be distinguished from experi-

mental data by analogy to two parallel first order chemical reactions 
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producing the same product, as displayed, for example, by Frost and 

Pearson (1953). To complete the analogy, 'the nuclei producing ice cry-

stals by each mechanism must be considered as different species. This 

is not a physically unreasonable assumption on the basis of the size 

cut-offs for the vapor dependent nucleation mechanisms discussed in sec-

tion 2.4 and the fact (as will be shown) that the rate of contact 

nucleation is controlled by Brownian collection of aerosols by droplets 

in the ICC. The rate of collection of aerosols by Brown.ian motion 

becomes very small for aerosols great~r than SOO AO in diameter. In 

such a case the logarithmic plot of nuclei depletion will be a curve 
, I I 

(assuming K ~ K ). If one mechanism does not overwhelm the other in 

producing ice crystals, it is possible to fit two straight lines to the 

data and determine the percent production of ice crystals for each 

mechanism. This is possible because the net depletion of concentration 

is the sum of two exponential functions. The slower pro,cess (smaller 

slope) can be extrapolated back to time zero and eliminated from the 

first slope to obtain the rate of depletion by the faster process. Fig-
I I I I I 

ure 1 is an example. If K2 gives K , then K1 + K = K and K is 

responsible for (e-· 50 x 100)% of the nuclei depletion to form ice cry-

stals. If more than two mechanisms are functioning, it will be more 

difficult, but not impossible, to distinguish them from the kinetics. 

To distinguish between a vapor dependent process and a droplet 

dependent process, one need only to examine the change in slopes with 

the change in one concentration at a given temperature. By raiSing or 

lowering the liquid water content (see section 4.1.1), droplet concen-

tration can be changed in the isothermal cloud chamber. K will not 

change with droplet concentration. Absolute vapor concentration can be 
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changed only by changing temperature. It should be poss:ible to distin-

guish between the condensation freezing and deposition mechanisms by 

correlating the kinetics, nuclei chemistry, and the effects of changing 

particle sizes. When the mechanisms are distinguished, the K values for 

each component process will be transferable to the atmosphere at water 
, , 

saturaton. Only K will need to be adjusted to account for varying 

droplet sizes and concentrations. This theoretical first order kinetics 

treatment thus suggests an experimental method for studying rates and 

mechanisms of ice nucleation. A kinetic analysis of data should be sim-

pIe as long as the processes beyond nucleation in the diagram of page 23 

are fast compared to nucleation and there are no artifacts introduced by 

the use of a particle size distribution. Indeed, size classification 

would be most desirable in a proper kinetic stuJy, l;ut WlS not a."aUable 

for this research. 

The assumption of first order in the present discussion was a 

matter of convenience for a description of mixed aerosol phase change 

kinetics, as well as a reflection of expectations and observations prior 

to the analysis. However, similar methods could just as well be used on 

data which displays second order kinetics and so on, or any combination 

of such. The analogous theory exists in many kinetics texts (see, for 

example, Moore, 1972) for determining what order or combination of ord-

ers a data set displays. In general, this entails plotting the respec-

tive expressions versus time which would give a linear plot in each pos-

sible situation. The proper data, if examined properly, supplies the 

facts concerning which mechanisms are functioning. The proper data is 

the concentration or fraction of reactant or product (ice crystals) as a 

reaction {nucleation} proceeds. 
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3 .2 Kine-ti~s--De-t-e-rmined -From -Aeros-ol-Drople-t--Gollis- ion -Theory 

It has been mentioned that some past data from the isothermal cloud 

chamber (hereafter referred to as the ICC) has shown the formation of 

ice crystals by the aerosols from the 2AgI • NH
4

1 - acetone - water sys

tem to be fairly slow. Collisions between nuclei and cloud droplets 

then, most certainly occurred and may have been the primary mechanism 

for ice crystal formation as concluded by Davis (1974). The addition of 

NH
4

CI0
4 

to this system was not expected to introduce chemical changes in 

the aerosol that would change the dominant mechanism for ice crystal 

formation •. In light of these facts, it seemed appropriate to develop a 

theoretical kinetics model based on aerosol - droplet collisions, for 

comparison with the experimental kinetics. This would provide added 

evidence concerning the experimentally derived mechanisms for ice cry-

stal formation. Since this is performed solely for confirmatory pur-

poses, simplifying assumptions are made, many of which are derived from 

the extensive theoretical work of Davis (1974). 

In section 2.4, the various possible methods for the transport of 

aerosols to cloud droplets were listed. Brownian diffusion of aerosol 

particles to cloud droplets is particularly important for particles less 

than 1000 AO in diameter. It can be quantified by the well-known equa-

tion, 

where -3 Cp : concentration of aerosol particles (m ) 

CD: concentration of cloud droplets (m-3) 

KB: Brownian coagulation coefficient (m3 sec-I). 

(3.2.1) 
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Diffusiophoresis is the transport of aerosol particles due to con-

centration gradients in a non-uniform, but isothermal, gas mixture. The 

aerosol particles will move in the direction of the diffusive flux of 

heavier gas molecules. Consequently the effect is to dI'aw the particles 

toward condensing droplets and away from evaporating droplets. Since 

droplets in the ICC are constantly evaporating. the diffusiophoretic 

effect prevents collisions. There appears to be little dependence on 

particle size (Goldsmith and May, 1966). Young (1974) has theoretically 

compared the aerosol transport rate by Brownian diffusion and dif-

fusiophoresis for 10 JlD1 cloud drops growing at 0.3 % supersaturation. 

He found the former to dominate for particles less than 800 AO in diame-

ter under such conditions. 

Thermophoresis describes the transport of aerosol particles as a 

result of thermal gradients in the carrier gas. Since warm air 

molecules have a higher kinetic energy than cold air molecules, the 

resultant transport is toward evaporating droplets and away from con-

densing droplets. Thus there is a competition between thermophoresis 

and diffusiophoresis. Davis (1974) investigated the theoretical resul-

tant transport of AgI particles in the ICC by these two effects. Compu-

o tations for mean particle diameters of 130. 190 and 490 A , and mean 

droplet concentrations of 2090 and 9410 cm-3 showed that the net tran-

sport is dominated by thermophoresis (toward droplets), but in all cases 

is two orders smaller in magnitude compared to Brownian diffusion. Mean 

particle diameters and droplet concentrations used in the present 

research are within the range of these reported values and thus, this 

transport process is considered negligible. 
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Inertial impaction occurs when particles with differing velocities 

collide with each other. St.-Amand, et al. (1971b) showed this factor 

t~ be small in comparison to Brownian diffusion for small water droplets 

and typical silver iodide generator aerosols, which have mean diameters 

11 11 b 1 1000 Ao. genera y we e ow This factor is negligible in this 

research as well. 

It is difficult to assess the relative importance of electrical 

effects on the collection efficiency of submicron aerosols by cloud dro-

plets due to the sparse knowledge of charge distributions on supercooled 

cloud droplets and AgI aerosols. Past attempts to measure the charge on 

supercooled droplets in the ICC have failed to detect a charge. Elec-

trophoresis is thus not considered to play any role in the collision 

process between droplets and aerosol particles in the ICC. 

The influence of turbulence on the coagulation rate has been dis-

cussed and demonstrated by Greenfield (1957) and Isaac and Douglas 

(1972). It becomes important only for particles greater than about 2000 

A
O 

in radius and is ignored here. 

The primary transport process in the ICC is thus Brownian diffu-

sion. Using the expression for ~ as given.by Isaac and Douglas (1972), 

where, 

-1 -1 R: universal gas constant (J mole K ) 

T: temperature (K) 

-2 k: coefficient of viscosity of air (N s m ) 

L: mean free path of air molecules (m) 

(3.2.2) 
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N: Avogadro's number 

~, RC: radius of particle, cloud droplet (m) and 

L can be calculated from 

-2 P: pressure (N m ) 

d : density of air (kg m-3 ). 
a 

Equations (3.2.1), (3.2.2), and (3.2.3) are used together to 

(3.2.3) 

describe the theoretical collection of aerosol particles by cloud dro-

plets. Additional aerosol losses to collection by ice crystals and self 

coagulation (see sc~tion 5.1) are considered negligible. Solving 

(3.2.1) gives, 

C -p.. 
(-) 

CpO BD 
= exp(-~ CD t} (3.2.4) 

where CpO is the initial nuclei concentration. When multiplied by 100. 

the natural logarithm of (3.2.4) plots on the same scale: as the experi-

mental kinetics plot. 

Values from (3.2.4) are not directly comparable to the experimental 

results without the consideration of two additional factors induced by 

the experimental technique. These are the cloud introduction airflow 

and chamber wall effects. The cloud airflow evaluates nuclei from the 

chamber at an increasing rate with decreasing temperature (a higher air-

flow is required at colder temperature.s). This particle size indepen-

dent dilution can be described mathematically by the equation, 
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dC --p 
-( dt ) AD 

a: dilution rate (liters sec-l) 

v: chamber volume (liters). 

Solving (3.2.5) gives. 

C -p
(-) 

CpO AD 

a exp(-- t). 
v 

(S.2.S) 

(3.2.6) 

Multiplication. by 100 and taking natural logs once again allows this 

effect to be plotted on the same scale as a kinetic plot. 

The quantification of diffusional loss tc the walls is a more dif-

licult task. Davis (1974) used the expression given by Fuchs (1964) fox 

the rate at which aerosol particles diffuse to the walls of a storage 

vessel in which there is some convection.. This is, 

-A D ---SEl --p 
V C • 11 • Cp C3.2.1) 

where, 

A: thickn.ess of the stagnant air layer near the chamber walls (m) 

Dp: thermal diffusion coefficient of the AgI particles (m 2 -1 
sec ) 

ASC: surface area of the chamber test volume r 2) ,m 

VC: chamber test volume 3 (m ). 

Dp can be calculated by the Einstein relationship, Dp = KBT, where K is 

Boltzmanns's constant, B is particle mobility given by, 
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-1L- -L-. ~~ 
B = (6rc\) 1),) [1 + A 1), + ~ exp(--r:-)J (3.2.8) 

\): kinematic viscosity of air (m2 s-l) 

A,Q,b: empirical constants 

and T is the absolute temperature in degrees K. Common values for A, Q. 

and bare 0.864, 0.29, and 1.25 respectively (Davies, 1966). The 

chamber volume is 0.96 m
3 and surface area is 4.8 m2 • Thus, 

dC 
H __ P 

('dt\m 
D -2 .p 

-5.0 x 10 x ~ Cpo (3.2.9) 

While the calculation of Dp is fairly straightforward, the wall loss is 

highly dependent on A, a quantity whose value for the ICC has not been 

accurately determined. A is the distance from the wall where the coef-

ficients of molecular and convective diffusion are equal.. Davis refer-

ences several authors who have measured A at between 0.05 and 850 ~ for 

various unstirred volumes. He inferred a value of 200 ~ for the ICC 

based on previous experiments at CSU on the decay of similar generator 

effluent in another large container. However, he pointed out that this 

value of A may not be accurate for cloud conditions, eSt:'ecially at 

warmer cloud temperatures with higher absolute vapor den.sity. Since 

this theoretical comparison is considered a minor aspect of this study, 

no effort was made to experimentally determine more accurate values of A 

for the ICC. Solving (3.2.9) gives, 

C - p
(-) 

CpO WD 

4 exp(-2.S x 10 Dp t) (3.2.10) 
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which can be plotted on a kinetic plot in a similar fashion to Brownian 

coagulation and airflow effects. 

SUtt~ing the slopes of the three kinetic plots produced from 

(3.2.4), (3.2.6), and (3.2.10) will give the kinetic plot for the 

theoretical traILsport of aerosol particles to cloud droplets in the 

presence, of the airflow and wall diffusion dilution mechanisms. This is 

then diI~ectly comparable to the experimental plot determined from the 

production of ice crystals. 



IV. INSTRmmNTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

4.1 Faci-1Hy-Inst-rument-aHon-and-Techniques 

4.1.1 Isothermal Cloud Chamber 

The CSU isothermal cloud chamber (ICC) has previously been 

described in approximately the present configuration by Garvey (1975). 

A few modifications and recalibrations were performed during this 

research. 

1) the installation of a Particle Measurement Systems forward 

scattering spectrometer probe (FSSP) 

2) chamber c .• -<:-sectional dewpoint calibration 

3) cloud introduction airflow recalibration 

4) the installation of an acoustic sensing ice crystal counting 

device. 

The FSSP enabled an accurate determination of droplet concentrations and 

sizes, and variations of these with temperature and time.. Spatial vari

ations of these parameters and cloud uniformity were inferred from the 

dewpoint calibration. A suspected error in the assumption of a (;onstant 

cloud introduction airflow (Garvey and Davis, 1975) led to the recali

bration of this rather important parameter. The acoustic: countel: is a 

first step toward the goal of replacing the present slidEI counting tech

nique with a continuous technique that will not disturb the cloud. 

The chamber configuration is diagrammed in Figure 2. The cloud is 

continuously replaced by atomization of distilled water with a Monaghan 

670 ultrasonic nebulizer. Cloud droplets are mixed with cold air and 

allowed to equilibrate thermodynamically by rising through the CE:nter 

standpipe. Liquid water content (LWC) can be varied from 0.3 gm-
03 

to 
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Figure 2, Schematic of the CSU Isothermal Cloud Chamber. 
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-3 3.0 gm Temperature within'the 960 liter experimental volume (moni-

tored by an array of thermocouples) can be maintained to within ~. 0.2 0 C 

o 0 
of that desired over a range from 0 C to -16 C. Time response is lim-

ited by the 35 second recording period of the chart recorder. G%adients 

of as much as 0.5 0 Chave been noted at -200 C. 

The cloud density is controlled by varying the rate at which. cloud 

droplets are introduced into the ICC. It is monitored continuously near 

the chamber wall, using a Cambridge dew point hygrometer. The technique 

employed is to evaporate a cloud sample and measure its dewpoint tem-

perature. The difference between the saturation mixing ratio 

corresponding to this temperature and that corresponding to the cloud 

temperature is the LWC. It is important to maintain fairly uniform 

cloud density throughout the chamber. An extended dew point probe was 

deSigned to examine any variations of cloud density. For a LWC of 1.S 

gm-3 , the variations in time can be approximately :to.15 gm-3 • In. a 

cross-section between the wall and the standpipe at -12
0 C, the LWC was 

-3 found to be 1.5 ±p.15 gm during a number of passes. The cloud is thus 

very uniform. 

-3 
±0.10 gm • 

-3 For a LWC of 0.5 gm , the variations in time can be 

Multiple passes at -120 C with this cloud density shewed, 

however, that the LWC is 0.5 gm-3 to within six inches of the sta.ndpipe, 

-3 but increases to 0.8 gm at the standpipe. Deviation can range from 

-3 -3 
±0.10 gm at the wall to ± 0.20 gm at the center. The cloud charac-

-3 ter is thus less steady at 0.5 gm LWC, as inferred from the dewpoint 

hygrometer. 

To maintain cloud density at a given temperature an airflow into, 

and thus out of the ICC is necessary. Garvey and Davis (1975) assumed 

a constant airflow of 40 liters per minute. This was incorrect. A 
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PRECOOLER AIR PR::SSURE (psi) 

Figure 3. Cloud introduction airflow versus precooler air pressure 

for the determination of the airflow dilution factor. 
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calibration was performed using a gas flow meter. The results appear 

in figure 3, in the form of precooler air pressure versus airflow. It 

can be seen that the airflow can range as high as 116 Ii ters pel~ 

minute wh1·ch 1·S atta1·ned at -20oC. , The,. airflow at any temperature is 

noted by simply reading the precooler air pressure. The strong tem-

perature dependence of this variable leads to different nuclei dilution 

rates as discussed in section 3.2, and must be considered in interpret-

ing the experimental kinetics and absolute effectiveness values as 

well. This is discussed in section 4.4. 

Droplet size distributions determined from 1-10 minute averages of 

FSSP data appear in Appendix A for all temperatures, and liquid water 

contents of 0.5 gm 
-3 ,nd 1.5 gm These are given as the percen.t of 

total droplet concentration per size bin. The FSSP measures the amount 

of light scattered into collecting optics during particle transit 

through a focused laser beam (Knollenberg, 1976). The auxiliary 2 to 15 

micron diameter size range was used to size droplets into one micron 

width bins. Number concentrations and normalized percent size distribu-

tions were formed by noting that, 

total#droplet~ = 
3 em 

Lwe-x--lO:~ 
:rf. iii. 

1 1 

where, f.: fraction of total droplets in size bin i. 
1 

mi : mass of a droplet of radius rio 

and an integrated mean bin radius calculation is used to determinl~ 

(r4 _ r 4 ) 1 
[ 

- b - - - -a - ] 3 
r. = 

1 4(r
b 

-r
a

) 

r. , 
1 

ra and rb being the extreme values of a bin. LWC was taken as thtl value 

given by the dewpoint probe. This was considered more accurate than 

assuming a flow rate for the FSSP to obtain numbers per cm3 • A modified 
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samplilLg tube (1.5 mm diameter) was utilized to accelerate droplets 

through the focused laser beam and achieve statistical concentrations. 

Raw data was corrected on the assumption of parabolic flow. Tests 

showed no sampling error as a result of possible evaporative losses 

while in transit within the tube. It is noted that there is little 

significant change in the droplet size distributions with temperature. 

except at the high and low ends of the temperature spectrum, where it 

peaks more sharply. -3 Also, the 0.5 gm LWC clouds have more sharply 

peaked distributions with a smaller mean droplet size. In no case are 

the distributions peaked as strongly as the distribution obtained 

several years ago by collection of droplets on soot coated microscope 

slides (shown also in Appendix A). Figure 4 displays the total droplet 

concentration versus temperature. There is an indication of a concen-

tration minima in the -12oC to -14oC temperature range. but considering 

-3 -3 daily variations. values of 4250 cm and 2000 cm might be chosen as 

-3 -3 
representative of the 1.5 gm and 0.5 gm clouds respectively, over 

the -6oC to -20oC t t empera ure range. 

The acoustic ice crystal counter will not be discussed here, as it 

is still in the testing and calibration stage and did not provide data 

for this research. 

4.1.2 Vertical Dilution Tunnel 

This part of the facility has been described and characterized in 

detailoy Garvey (1975). The CSU standard test generator was operated 

below the tunnel, which was operated in both the natural draft and max-

imum fa:o. displacement (114,000 cfm) modes for this research. Sample 

collection is performed at the first rooftop platform with a 4.25 liter 
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syringe. Samples can be diluted with dry (-300 C dewpoint) air before 

insertion into the cloud chamber. 

4.1.3 Electrostatic Precipitator 

:Particle size determination was a necessity for this research. A 

comme:rcial classifier was not available, so a simple electrostatic pre

cipit.ator was designed for aerosol collection onto a substrate which 

could be analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). A description 

of th~ precipitator and a calculation of its theoretical collection 

efficiency are given in Appendix B. Before applying such corrections to 

particle size distributions determined by SEM analysis, it was necessary 

to cruapare with observations of deposition patterns on the substrate to 

determine the validity of such theoretical calculations for the designed 

precipitator. This is discussed in section S.2. Aerosols were col

lected in the wind tunnel at a position below the syringe sampling site. 

A O.OOS inch thick tin sheet was used as a precipitation substrate. 

4.1.4 Scanning Electron Microscope 

J\erosol samples collected by electrostatic precipitation were 

analyzed at the scanning electron microscope facility of the CSU anatomy 

department. The microscope used was a Hitachi HHS-2R with capabilities 

to 100,000X (100 AO resolving power). Energy dispersive x-ray analYSis 

for c('mposition was simultaneously available. Substrate samples were 

coated with approximately ISO AO of conductive AuPd (gold-palladium) 

coati~g after mounting with copper tape onto microscope stubs. This 

value was quoted from calibration curves for the Technics Hummer V 

sputter coater used for depositio~, and must be subtracted from the size 

distributions measured from photomicrographs. Representative samples 

were taken across the width of the collection substrate 
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and photomicrographs were taken at SO,OOOX (200 AO per millimeter) for 

particle sizing. Particles were sized into 100 AO bins by visual ruler 

estimation. 

4.1.S Neutron Activation Analysis 

Neutron activation analysis of aerosol samples collected on nucleo-

pore filters was performed at the Rhode Island Nuclear Science Center. 

This was necessary to obtain a quantitative assessment of the amounts of 

AgCl actually produced by generation of different solutions. The tech-

nique used is to bombard a sample with a neutron beam to force 8.ccep-

tance and unstable isotope formation by the atoms. The gamma ray emis-

sions by various isotopes of elements during their subsequent decay can 

be displayed by a spectrometer. The mass of a given element can be 

fairly accurately determined by comparison to the emission peak ampli-

tude of a known mass of the same element. In this manner, iodine to 

chlorine ratios were determined for the aerosols used in this research. 

This will be the same as the AgI!AgCl ratio, and from this the effi-

ciency of conversion of CI to form AgCl can be determined, and corre-

lated with ice nucleation effectiveness. The assumption is made that 

NH
4

CI is not formed upon cumbustion. This substance decomposes at 2200 C 

(while AgCl solidifies at 4SS
o

C) and thus is not likely to be formed 

during condensation following combustion. 

4.2 Iee-Nuelei-Efreet-iveness--Determina-tion 

Effectiveness in the ICC is determined by the total number of ice 

crystals which grow and fallout per gram AgI. This is calculated from 

the cumulative number of ice crystals falling onto microscope slides 

(examined in a cold box microscope) by the following equation: 
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N
1C

: total # of ice crystals collected per slide viewing area 

AC: chamber cross-sectional area 

Ay: microscope viewing area 

~: wind tunnel dilution rate 

RG: AgI generation rate 

DS: syringe dilution factor 

VS! syringe volume 

(liters/min) 

(g/min) 

(liters) • 

(4.2.1> 

Slide counts are averaged per viewing area, with five viewing areas per 

slide removed (generally at 3-5 minute intervals after aerosol injec~ 

tion) • A , A , and V are constants given by, 
c v s 

A 
c 

A 
v 

-2 2 = 2.01 x 10 cm 

4.25 liters. 

RG will depend on the particular solution burned (due to density and 

flow rate differences) and is determined periodically by measuring 

solution density and flow rate out of the generator nozzle. ~ depends 

on airflow during generation. Values used for several years were used 

for this research. They are, 

5 . -1 1.0 x 10 liters mln natural draft airflow 

11>= 
3.23 x 106 liters min-1 maximum fan airflow. 
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o~ ________ ~ ____________ ~ ________ ~ __________ ~ 
104 105 

UPDRAFT (liters per minute) 
Figure 5. Wind tunnel dilution factor( liters per minute) as a 

function of updraft velocity( miles per hour ) measured 

with a hot wire anemometer. 
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It was recognized that RD might vary considerably under natural draft 

conditions. This could only be confirmed recently when a hot wire anemometer 

became available. Figure 5 displays the relation between vertical wind 

velocity in the tunnel, and dilution factor, as calculated from tunnel 

dimensions and a laminar flow assumption. The arrows indicate the range of 

values recorded since the anemometer was installed. It is obvious that the 

natural draft dilution factor can vary a great deal. a factor which must be 

considered in evaluating the results of this study, and certainly in f~t~re 

testing~ 

DS accounts for the syringe dilution necessary to permit nucleation 

to proceed without depleting cloud liquid water severely. Respective dilution 

multiplication factors are, 8.64, 74.7, and 646, for one, two and three 

o 0 dilutions with dry air. Only at the warmest temperatures (-S C, -6 C) 

was no dilution employed in this research. This situation introduces warm 

humid air to the chamber, bringing about the opportunity for unrealistic 

condensation behavior, and the results must be examined carefully. 

4.3 Analysis-of -Rates-oi'-I-ce---eryst-al-Formati-on 

4.3.1 Graphical Representaton of Rates of Ice Crystal Formation 

As mentioned, ice crystals are counted in the ICC by the microscope 

slide technique. Slides are removed at three minute intervals after 

injection until there are less than 5-10 ice crystals per viewing area. 

Slides are then removed at five minute intervals until less than one 

crystal appears per viewing area on two consecutive pulls. In this 

manner. a cumulative ice crystal count is obtained. From this data, a 

normalized plot of ice crystal formation can be otained by computing the 

% production of ice crystals versus time. This allows the comparison of 

the rates of ice crystal appearance in different tests at the same, and 

different, temperatures. 
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CSU STANDARD GENERATOR 
2°1o AgI·NH41 WITH 20 MOLE °/0 NH4C104. 
NATURAL DRAFT 

T = -12C 

o~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~ o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
TIME (minutes) 

Figure 6. Comparison of the average rate of ice crystal formation 

o ( denoted by solid line ) to the component rates at -12 C 
-3 and a LWC of 1.5 gm • Component rates are denoted by 

various symbols. 
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Since multiple tests for effectiveness are run at a given tempera

ture, it was necessary to combine the respective plots to obtain an 

average plot. This was done simply by averaging ice crystal formation 

at any time arithmetically. Figure 6 is an example of the separate 

experimental curves and the average curve. Obviously some error may be 

involved here. However, experimental limitations justify such simplifi

cation. Different tests produce different numbers of ice crystals at 

any given temperature (a factor of two would not be highly unusu~l). 

Therefore, due to the existence of a detectability limit (~40 ice 

crystals/liter) by the present ice crystal counting technique, the com

puted % production of ice crystals will vary among tests, being most 

representative for higher cumulative ice crystal counts. Also, concen~ 

trations and sizes of aerosols generated under natural draft dilution 

conditions can vary for the reasons discussed in section 4.2. This will 

affect both rates and yield in any nucleation process. Therefore, until 

generation techniques are improved (constant dilution rate or a size 

classification and concentration control capability). and until a more 

sensitive ice crystal detection technique is designed, arithmetic 

averaging of ice crystal formation data seems wisest. However, .until 

improvements are made, the sensitivity of kinetic analysis of this data 

will be limited. Fine details may be masked. 

4.3.2 Experimental Kinetics Plots 

Disregarding other external nuclei dilution mechanics, the percent 

of nuclei depleted by nucleation will be equal to the present of ice 

crystals formed. In other words, 
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C 
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C 
NO nucleated 

x 100] III 

100 x /*) 
CNO nucleated 

::; (100 - III ice crystals formed). 

(4.3.1) 

(4.3.2) 

The first order kinetics plot is then obtained by plotting the natural 

logarithm of this result versus time. It will appear as in figure 1 with 

Ln(100~) replacing Ln(CN/CNo ) and a y-intercept of 4.605. 

4.4 Data---C-orre-c-tio-n-for-Dilllt-ion-Me-c-haUH1DS-

In section 3.2 airflow dilution and wall diffusion were discussed 

as inadvertent factors which influence the transport of nuclei to dro-

plets in the ICC. These machanisms however will influence the rate of 

nuclei depletion in any process of ice crystal formation from injected 

aerosols. The experimental data cannot be fully interpreted unless 

these factors are subtracted from experimental data. Only the correc-

tion due to airflow is performed in the results however. Wall effects 

are excluded because of the assumption of their constancy with tempera-

ture and liquid water content (droplet concentration) for a given parti-

cle size distribution. In any case it is impossible to know which part 

of the particle size distribution produces ice crystals at a given tem-

perature. and thus be able to determine the magnitude of the wall 

effects. Values given by Davis (1974) indicate that this is a small 

factor compared to airflow dilution. It becomes less important for 

higher airflows and faster rates of ice crystal formation. The impor-

tance of this factor could be better determined in future kinetics stu-

dies by proper size classification of aerosol particles. 
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Airflow dilution is strongly temperature dependent and liquid water 

content dependent. Since the airflow was not calibrated until the later 

stages of this research. it was assumed to be approximately constant 

over a period of time at a given temperature or liquid water content. 

Table 1 gives the values of the kinetic slope correction (a/v) (or air-

flow at all values of temperature and liquid water content used in this 

research. Addition of these values to the values of the slope 

Table 1. 
KINETIC SLOPE CORRECTION FOR AIRFLOW 

'JBMPERA'fURE (0 C) bWe (GM-3) -1 a/y' (SEC ) 

- 6 1.S .0417 

- 8 1.S .0484 

-10 1.S .061S 

-12 1.S .0771 

-12 O.S .0391 

-16 1.S .0984 

-20 1.S .1~60 

-20 O.S .1160 

of the respective experimental kinetics plots will give the slope of the 

corrected kinetic plot. These new plots will thus always have less 

negative slopes than the experimental plots and true changes in kinetics 

with temperature and liquid water content will be displayed. 

Effectiveness must also be corrected for nuclei which are depleted 

before they can initiate ice crystals. This correction is made using an 

analogy to chemistry once again. If A is the number concentration of 

nuclei which would form ice crystals in the absence of airflow dilution 

at any time. then two reactions are occurring to deplete A. 
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kl 

A -7 ICE CRYSTALS (IC) 

k2 

A -7 ICE CRYSTALS LOST TO DILUTION. 

The governing rate law (assuming first order behavior) is then, 

so that, 

A = A o 

where AO is the initial number concentration of effective nuclei. 

Now, 

dUC}- = K A 
dt 1 • 

Substituting (4.4.1) gives, 

Integrating gives, 

(4.4.1) 

(4.4.2) 

(4.4.3) 

(4.4.4) 

Letting t = ~ , the actual (corrected) number of ice crystals produced 

per gram of AgI is, 

K + K 
A 1---2 (IC) 
o = Kl total. 

(4.4.5) 
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Here. (K
1 

+ K
2

) is just the experimentally measured rate (negative slope 

of experimental kinetics plot) constant and Kl is the airflow adjusted 

rate constant. 

4.5 Experiment-ai-Procedure 

The exact procedure for achieving the study objectives was fairly 

straight-forward. The aerosols from the various solutions were tested 

for effectiveness, multiple times across full temperature spectra in the 

ICC. after natural draft dilution in the wind tunnel. This progressed 

until ice nuclei effectiveness was optimized. The aerosol from the 

solution with 20 mole % NH4Cl04 were chosen for a complete kinetics 

analysis, although all data was treated as described in section 4.3.2, a 

truly complete kinetic analysis was not possible due to time restric-

tions. Also, this aspect of the research was not fully formulated at 

the start of the program, but evolved with it. It should be considered 

as an initial demonstration of the power and applicability of the tech-

nique. 

To facilitate the kinetics study, the 20 mole % NH4Cl0
4 

solution 

aerosols were tested multiple times at a cloud liquid water content of 

O 5 -3 0 dd 0 0 th t d d 1 5 -3 d f 11 1 • gm , 1n a 1t1on to e s an ar • gm use or a aeroso s. 

Th o f d tId t t f 12
0 C and -20

oC. 1S was per orme a c ou empera ures 0 - Kinetic 

changes with changes in droplet concentrations is the primary means for 

distinguishing between droplet dependent or vapor dependent mechanisms. 

Given a mechanism for ice crystal formation, particle size can play an 

important role in both effectiveness and rates of formation. A proper 

kinetic study of the characteristics of a given nuclei should then 

include an evaluation of the effects of particle size changes. This was 
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achieved in two ways. A smaller mean sized particle distribution was 

produced by maximum fan generation of aerosol. This causes the genera

tor flame to burn hotter and minimizes aerosol coagulation prior to sam

pling. A larger mean sized aerosol was produced by increasing Ag! con

tent to 6 weight percent in the solution. Full temperature spectra, 

including liquid water content changes. were performed in each case. 



V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Aero~~-Analy~i$ 

5.1.1 Composition 

Preliminary compositional studies using KEVEX analysis on the SEM 

were successful in detecting silver, iodine, and chlorine in the 

expected mixed aerosols. The neutron activation technique was performed 

on single samples only, due to time constraints. These samples were of 

the aerosols generated from the solutions with 20. 30, and 40 mole per-

cent NH
4

CI0
4

• Samples were collected on nucleopore filters of 0.4 

micron pore size. for time periods ranging from four to ten minutes. 

This insured the collection of all particle sizes without a significant 

bias in collection efficiency toward any particular size. The resulting 

iodine to chlorine mass ratios and chlorine to iodine molar ratios are 

Biven in table 2. 

Table 2. 
NEUTROO ACTIVATlOO ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR SOLUTION COMBUSTION AEROSOLS 

-SOblfFION 

2% AgI.NH41 wI 

20 mole % NH
4

Cl0
4 

2% AgI.NH
4 

I wI 

30 mole % NH
4

Cl0
4 

2% AgI.NH4 I wI 

40 mole % NH
4

Cl0
4 

MASS RATIO 

(gm I/gm Cl) (mole Cllmole I) 

19.33±1.33 0.185,±O.012 

12.78±<> .45 0.280±<>.010 

8.33±<>.32 0.429±Q.016 

The background iodine. chlorine, and silver concentration, deter-

mined from a blank filter, were negligible (less than .01% of that col-

lected). The actual mole % of Cl atoms replacing I atoms in the crystal 
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--mol ar -ratio----
lattice is given by. mole % CI = 1 + I t" x 100. mo ar ra 10 

These values are 15.6, 21.9. and 30.0% respectively for the aerosols 

analyzed in table 2. These results. although from single samples. show 

that the conversion of chlorine from NH4CI04 to form AgCl is about 75% 

efficient. Some chlorine may have been lost as gaseous RCI for example. 

The assumption that all of the chlorine is associated with AgCI and not 

the highly volatile substance NH4Cl was not tested in this research. 

X-ray powder pattern analysis of aerosol samples for identification of 

mixed AgI-AgCl would certainly be desirable in the future. This would 

also provide the structural information to determine epitaxial changes 

with composition that could be correlated with effectiveness data. 

5.1.2 Particle Size 

Inspection of electrostatic precipitator collection foils and ini-

tial photomicrographs made it quite apparent that aerosol collection was 

nearly 100% efficient. contrary to theoretical calculations. Figure 7 

displays particle concentration per square millimeter of foil as a func-

tion of distance within the precipitator and corresponding particle size 

distributions for the aerosol from combustion of the solution with 20 

mole % NH4CI04 • There is a slight depositional ·dependence on particle 

size. large sizes being collected most efficiently. contrary to theory. 

Size distributions were measured from samples taken at the plus signs. 

This biased particle size to a slightly larger size than existed and 

biased concentrations to slightly lower values than existed. A fifth 

sampling position would have been desirable. The higher efficiency of 

the precipitator is likely due to the violation of lacinar flow within 

the collection area and a higher than estimated electric field strength. 

Particles produced by propane combustion were eliminated from the parti-
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cle size distributions, but represented only 6% of the particles, with 

no particular size bias. 

Figures 8, 9, and 10 display the particle size distributions of 

aerosols generated from the various solutions used in this research. 

The distribution of aerosols from the solution with 10 mole % NH
4

Cl0
4 

was not measured, but would be expected to be very similar to the dis-

tributions of figure 8. There is a general trend toward a broader 

peaked distribution and loss of smaller particles as the mole percentage 

of NH
4

CI04 in solution is increased. Increasing the AgI content in the 

acetone generator solution to 6 weight % obviously has the effect of 

producing an aerosol with a larger mean size. Maximum fan dilution of 

the aerosol from the solution with 20 mole % NH4CI04 markedly decreases 

the mean particle size (289.6 AO versus 521.8 AO diameter under nat~ral 

draft dilution) as desired. In nearly every case, particles less than 

1000 AO were single particles, while those greater than 1000 AO were 

generally aggregates of smaller particles. It can be expected then, 

that variable wind conditions under natural draft could alter the 

resulting particle size distribution to a significant extent. 

One might question whether or not the dis~ributions of figures 8, 9 

and 10 could change during transport to the cloud chamber in the four 

liter syringe. A simple test was arranged to answer this question. An 

undiluted syringe of aerosol from the solution with 20 mole % NH4CI04 

was drawn at a low velocity through a nucleopore filter of 0.2 micron 

pore diameter. Collection efficiencies for all but the largest parti-

cles were estimated to be high. Figure 11, the particle size distribu-

tion from the filter, may be compared to figure 8b. Although the sample 

was small, there appears to be minimal coagulation occurring in the 
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syringe. even for this situation of maximum particle concentration col-

lected for three minutes after the normal sample injection time. 

It is possible to obtain estimates of particle concentrations per 

gram of AgI by assuming spherical particles and computing mass distribu-

tions for each particle size distribution. Some error is definitely 

introduced by the assignment of spherical diameters to particles greater 

than 1000 AO
• which were generally irregular. However, the computed 

concentrations will give an indication as to how much of the total par-' 

ticle population is being utilized to form ice crystals at any given 

temperature. For the aerosol from the solution with 20 mole % NH
4

Cl0
4 

it was calculated that 1.07 x 1015 and 7.3 x lOIS particles per gram are 

produced under D~+ural draft dilution and maximum fan dilution respec-

tively. 

The results of effectiveness determination for several of the aero-

sols generated in this research are given in figures 12-16. Original 

data points appear with solid lines denoting the best estimated fit to 

arithmetic mean points. Dashed lines refer to the dilution corrected 

mean effectiveness. These are included here. although the corrections 

are based on the experimental kinetics presented in section 5.4. All 

data shown is for a cloud liquid water content of 1.S gm-3 and aerosols 

generated with natural draft dilution in the vertical wind tunnel. 

Immediately noticeable are the differences between the standard 

2AgI.NH4I-acetone-water solution combustion aerosol effectiveness in 

figure 12 and the effectivess of aerosols from the combustion of solu-

tions with NH4CI04 shown in figures 13-16. Large improvements in effec

o tiveness in the temperature region from -16 C to the detectable thres-
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hold temperature are recognizeable with the addition of just 10 mole ~ 

NB
4

Cl0
4 

to the standard solution. The effect is maximized with the 

replacement of approximately 22 mole ~ of the iodine atoms (30 mole ~ 

NB
4

Cl0
4

) by chlorine atoms in the AgI lattice. Effectiveness is 

enhanced by one order of magnitude at -120 C to three orders of magnitude 

at -6°C. The effectiveness threshold is improved by a full degree cen-

tigrade to -SoC. Also. the relative flatness of the efficiency curve at 

temperatures colder than -lOoC is most desirable for applications which 

desire enhanced ice crystal concentrations only in warmer cloud regions 

and none at colder temperatures. Of course. ice crystal formation rates 

must be considered in such a situation as well. 

The mean effectiveness curves are displayed in figure 17 so that a 

trend is recognizeable. The trend displayed with the successive addi-

tion of NB
4

Cl0
4 

is consistent with an epitaxy argument for increases in 

ice nucleation effectiveness. That is, with the addition of too much 

chlorine. epitaxy will be destroyed because AgCl is not an ice nucleus. 

This occurs with the addition of 40 mole % NB
4

Cl04 to the standard solu

tion. Some of the drop in effectiveness at this point is due to the 

larger mean particle size (implying fewer particles per gram). but the 

particle size distribution for this aerosol is not much different than 

that of the aerosol from the solution with 30 mole ~ NB
4

Cl0
4

• The unex

o plained anomaly in the 40 mole % curve at -12 C probably holds little 

significance. 

It is interesting at this point to compare the mole percentage of 

chlorine present in the most efficient of the mixed AgI-AgCl aerosols to 

the mole percentage of chlorine which could possibly be produced from 

the NEI TB-l pyrotechnic with hexachlorobenzene. If the 3 weight % 
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C
6

C1
6 

addition found to maximize the effectiveness of the NEI TO-I was 

to react completely according to the reaction equation given in section 

2.2 to form AgCl (leading to solid solutions or intimate mixtures of AgI 

and AgCI in aerosol form). one can compute that 22.8 mole % of the 

iodine would be replaced by chlorine atoms. This compares to the 

approximately 22 mole % replacement in the most efficient aerosol tested 

in this study. The agreement is impressive. but no quantitative 

analysis was performed on the NEI TO-I aerosol for chlorine content. 

Figures 18 and 19 display the efficiency curves of the solution 

system with 20 mole % NH4CI04 generated under maximum draft dilution i~. 

the wind tunnel and with 6 weight % AgI respectively for completeness. 

As expected, more ice crystals per gram Ag! are produced by the smaller 

size aerosols at -200 C (a typically efficient temperature for any sized 

ice euclei) and lower numbers per gram are produced by the larger aero

sol. 

5.3 Raies-, -IHneiie-s- -and-Mee-hanisms---o-f-Ie-e -Crys-t-a-l--Forma-ii-on 

Rate of ice crystal formation data. averaged at each temperature as 

discussed earlier. is displayed in figures 20-24. It is immediatelly 

obvious that a long time is necessary (generally 30-35 minutes) for 

cumulative ice crystal production by these aerosols and that the produc

tion rate is apparently exponential in nature. Also. there is little 

difference between the standard aerosol rates and those of the AgI-AgCl 

aerosols. This is a strong indication that the new nucleants function 

in the same manner as the standard Ag! nucleant to form ice crystals. 

This will indeed be shown to be the case. The chemical changes have 

resulted in a nucleus which functions similarly. but more efficiently to 

form ice crystals. These rate plots also display an apparent 
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temperature coefficient to ice crystal formation, although the data must 

first be plotted kinetically and corrected for airflow dilution before 

such a detail can be confirmed. 

Figures 25 and 26 display the ice crystal formation rates for the 

smaller and' larger sized mixed aerosols respectively. There is little 

change in comparison to figure 22 when a slightly larger mean sized 

aerosol is used (figure 26). However. the maximum draft aerosol 

(smaller sized) is inherently faster in producing ice crystals. This is 

an initial indication that a contact nucleation process is in action. 

Brownian coagulation theory dictates that smaller particles of the same 

substance will collide faster with the same droplet distribution. 

Kinetics permits a more graphic picture of nucleating characteris-

tics and allows delineation of the gross or macro-mechanism for ice cry-

stal formation. Figures 27-31 display plots of the Same raw data of 

figures 20- 24 in a kinetic fashion. As expected. 'the plots are linear 

and with such high correlation. generally. that estimated best fit lines 

could be drawn through the data rather than least square fits. There 

were only a few cases where this was questionable. At all temperatures. 

o except -20 e. for all the aerosols. the plots are singular in slope 

(purely first order) indicating a singular meohanism for ice crystal' 

formation in action. At -200 e. in every case. a curve is produced which 

may be separated into two distinct slopes, showing that there are two 

competing mechanisms producing ice crystals. An overall slower. but 

more persistent process dominates in the end. These two mechanisms can 

be separated and percentages and rate constants can be determined as 

discussed in section 3.1. However, this is best done after the raw data 

has been corrected for dilution. Before performing the above. it is of 
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interest to examine kinetic changes in the raw data with changes in 

liquid water content. As stated. suc~ an analysis will determine 

whether the singular mechanism for ice crystal formation is droplet con-

centration dependent or vapor concentration dependent. since absolute 

vapor concentration and thus saturation ratio is maintained for any 

liquid water content at a given temperature, while droplet concentration 

changes drastically. The results of lowering the liquid water content 

-3 to 0.5 gm on the phase change kinetics of the aerosol from the combu$-

tion of the solution with 20 mole ~ NH4CI04 is shown in figure 32. Two 

temperatures are displayed. These results represent an average of a 

large number of tests. The slope of the kinetic plot does indeed 

decrease when the cloud droplet concentration decreases by more than a 

factor of two. In figure 32a, the change is much larger than can be 

accounted for by the change in cloud introduction airflow. This is 

obvious after the data is corrected for airflow as °in figure 33. The 

singular mechanism functioning at -12oC in the ICC is droplet concentra-

tion dependent and thus contact nucleation, as indicated by this kinetic 

analysis. -3 Corrected effectiveness at a liquid water content of 0.5 gm . 

15 15-3 is 1.2 x 10 compared to 1.7 x 10 at 1.5 gm Thus, as expected in 

a contact nucleation process, droplet concentration changes only the ice 

crystal production rate, not the effectiveness. Spot checks at other 

temperatures revealed that the same situation occurred at all tempera-

o tures -16 C and warmer. 

One very interesting result which is a consequence of the perfect 

straight line behavior and collision nucleation mechanism is that the 

nucleation is strictly by contact as defined. That is, there is no rate 

affecting delay to freezing following contact. In the case of a two 
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stage process, first involving nuclei collision with droplets, then a 

time dependent freezing process, an analogy can be drawn to the kinetics 

of a series first order reaction in chemistry (see for example, Frost 

and Pearson (1953». This can be represented as, 

11 12 

[N] ~ [0] ~ [IC] 

where 11 is the rate constant for colis ion, [0] represents a particle on 

the surface or within a droplet, and 12 is the rate constant for droplet 

freezing. Experimentally, the overall process is first order with a 

iingular rate constant I. If 11 » 1 2 , the overall rate constan~ 

governing ice crystal formation (I) would be equal to 12 , This is not 

the case however, because I changes with droplet concentration. 12 

would not. Therefore, 11 « 12 and 11 is approximately I. Pure contact 

nucleation is being observed. If the droplet freezing rate was of any 

importance, the experimental rate plot would not be exponential an4 

kinetics would not he linear. For example when 11= 12 the express~on 

for ice crystal production takes on a complicated form and the respec-

tive rate and kinetic plots would appear (Frost and Pearson, 1953) as 

generalized -oelow: 

TIME TIME 

Figure 33d. Generalized plots for a series first order reaction 
with equivalent rate constants (two stage). 
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The kinetic plots at two liquid water contents at -200 C (figure 33) 

display that the persistent process producing ice crystals is indepen-

dent of cloud droplet concentration. as indicated by the nearly equ~l 

slopes. This process in fact. probably dominates ice crystal production 

in a 0.5 gm-3 cloud. Interestingly. this vapor-dependent mechanism is 

alsQ a singular first order process. This process is believed to be 

deposition nucleation. Based on chemical considerations alone. one 

would not expeet condensation followed by freezing to occur because of 

the highly hydrophobic nature of the aerosols produced. Secondly. con-

densation would certainly occur at warmer temperatures as well. Warmer 

thresholds for deposition have generally been reJ)orted in the literature 

(Anderson and Hallet. 1976; Schaller and Fukuta. 1979). but the genera

tor effluent aerosols used here are m-tich smaller than particles tested 

in mo,t past studies. It is certainly reasonable that energetic bar-

riers to viable ice embryo formation might prevent nucleation on these 

smaller particles until ~older temperatures.. The appeu;ance of d~posi-

o tion only at -20 C does not necessarily preclud~ the function of this 

process at warmer temperatures. However. if this mechanism was of sub-

stantial importance at -16°C. it would show up in the data. If it is 

occurring. its rate is very slow. producing such small ice crystal oon-

centration values as to be unimportant and probably as undesireable as 

the contact nucleation rate in a low droplet concentration cloud (for 

most weather modification purposes). The initial slope (high rate con-

o -3 stant) at -20 C in the 1.S gm cloud represents a combination of the 

droplet concentration dependent contact nucleation and the vapor concen-

tration dependent deposition. Extrapolation of the deposi Uon lip.e to 

the y-intercept reveals that this mechanis~ accounts for 25% of the 

total ice crystal versus 75% by contact nucleation. 
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Kinetically, the delineation of two mechanisms is experimentally 

sound. A physical explanation or hypothesis for why contact nucleat~on 

ends and yet as much as 15% of the ice forming nuclei remain and func-

tion by deposition is perhaps in order here. The explanation lies 

within the understanding of the utilization of various aerosol sizes 

with time by the two mechanisms. At this temperature. contact nuc~ea. 

tion would be expected to be fairly efficient on most particle sizes. 

Indeed it will be shown that the hig~er rates and effectiveness of con-

a -3 tact nucleation at -20 C and 1.5 gm liquid w~ter content as compare6 

to the rates and effectiveness at warmer temperatures is largely due to 

nucleation by the smaller sized aerosols which do not form ice orystal. 

upon collision at warmer temperatures. Therefore, the composite kine~iq 

plot for contact nucleation would be expected to display a large rate 

constant. However, after a time, it is only the larger aerosol sizes 

(wit~ component small rate constants) that are functioning to form ice 

crystals by contact. In deposition, the particle size - ice crystal 

formation rate relationship is not well documented or understood. 

According to the original theory of Fletcher (1958), larger aerosols 

will function to form ice crystals at the fastest rate. However, the 

theory was modified by Fletcher (1968), mainly to account for observa-

tions of freezing nucleation behavior which showed that given sized par-

ticles possess a wide range of nucleation rates. This was explained in 

terms of particles contaning a distribution of 'active sites' around 

which ice embryos form. In such a case, larger particles are just more 

efficient in nucleating ice crystals. Both theories, however, allow for 

the minimum size requirement which has been observed (see section 2.2). 
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Thus, the composite kinetics plot for contact at -20oC is dominated by 

the smaller aerosols and the deposition plot by the larger aerosols. 

The rates for deposition on the larger sized aerosols are in fact very 

much faster than for contact. Therefore it is understandable that after 

a given time, although lS~ of the ice nuclei which might function by 

either mechanism remain, they are effectively eliminated from partici-

pating in contact nucleation because deposition is much faster. Tbe 

separated contact plot at -20oe is thus not the same as that which would 

result if only contact nucleation was occurring. It is artificially 

fast~r due to the competition from deposition. 

The above discussion demonstrates the extreme difficulty involved 

in physically interpreting kinetics on a distribution of aerosols. A 

definitive and quantitative 4escription of the contact and deposition 

behavior of an aerosol (at a given temperature and liquid water content) 

and its ~ize-rate dependenCies is one that can only be addressed by 

proper size classification of the aerosols for cloud chamber studies and 

coinci4ent measurements in a continuous flow diffusion chamber. This 

information is not available for actual weather modification aerosols at 

present, yet is vital not only for understanding nucleation, but for 

proper use of these nucleants in field operations. 

The corrected kinetics plots for all of the aerosols from the test 

solutions appear in figures 34-38. If transformed again to rate plots. 

they would represent the actual experimental ice crystal formation rates 

in the ICC. o All of the -20 C depostion plots may be extrapolated to 

allow comparison of the percent ice crystal production by deposition and 

contact separately. No particular relationship was seen between the 

percent of ice crystals due to deposition and the suspected trend in 
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epitaxy. This is probably because the epitaxial effect is not as great 

a factor at -20oC. More apparent is a correlation between some function 

of particle size and the percent .ice crystal production due to deposi-

tion. Table 3 shows the behavior of mean particle diameter and the per-

o cent of particles greater than SOO A , with respect to the percent depa-

sition for all aerosols at -20oC. 

Table 3. 
AEROSOL SIZE AND THE PERCENT OF ICE CRYSTALS FORMED BY DEPOSITION 

AEROSOL 

SOLtrflON 

AEROSOL 

MEAN DIAMETER(Ao) 

NAJURAL DRAFT, LiC = 1.S gm-3 

STANDARD 

wI 10 MOLE ~ NH4ClO4 

wI 20 MOLE ~ NH4ClO4 

wI 30 MOLE ~ NH4ClO4 

wI 40 MOLE ~ NH4ClO4 

6" AgI"NH41 wI 

20 MOLE ~ NH4ClO
4 

-3 MAl FAN, LiC = 1.5 gm 

STANDARD 

616.0 

S21.8 

702.2 

600.0 

8S7.7 

289.6 

AEROSOL 

'HI >~ AO 

38.6 23.6 

23.6 

37.2 21.8 

S7.0 S6.3 

49.6 48.4 

S8.2 58.0 

10.6 13 .2 

Mean diameter shows some correlation, but it is not strong. The 500 AO 

minimum particle size was chosen for comparison with the results of 

Gerber (1972) on pure Ag! particles. He showed a size cut-off for meas

ureable deposition at SOO AO. Figure 39 displays a plot of the 'HI depo-

sition versus the ~ particles> 500 AO. The line represents a one to 
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one relationship. Four of the six points fall very near this line. One 

could speculate that the measured size distributions of the two flyers 

were not representative of the distributions present during the testing 

period due to varying tunnel updrafts (leading to different particle 

sizes generated and different coagulation rates). However, to accept a 

one to one relationship as presented in figure 39. it must be assumed 

o that all aerosol > SOO A can and does nucleate ice by deposition. Thi, 

is not an unrealistic assumption, but until it is addressed in the 

proper study, the limited data of figure 39 can only be said to suggest 

o 
that the size cut-off for deposition at near SOO A measured by Gerber 

(1972) may be validated here for freely suspended nuclei. It certainly 

confirms that there is a strong size dependency to deposition nucleation 

for these aerosols. o If these aerosols obeyed the 1600 A cut-off at 

_16°C (given by Gerber), deposition would not be distinguishable at ~his 

temperature. as was the case in this data set. 

More information concerning the deposition nucleation behavior of 

the mixed AgI-AgCI aerosols is gained from figure 40b. the corrected 

plot for the 20 mole~ aerosol generated under maximum draft in the wind· 

tunnel. It was just shown that the percentage of ice crystals produced 

by deposition from this small sized aerosol is much less than for the 

aerosol of the same solution generated under natural draft. in agreement 

with a size dependency for deposition. Also of note however, is that 

the rate of ice crystal formation (indicated by the slope = -rate con-

stant in each case) is almost exactly the same (0.032 natural draft 

versus 0.034 maximum draft). In fact, with the exception of the aerosol 

from the solution with 30 mole~ NB
4

CI0
4

, the deposition kinetic slopes 

are nearly constant for all aerosols tested. This observation can quan-
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titatively fit either deposition theory, with qualifications. If a siz, 

dependency of nucleation rate exists, the solution aerosols behave 

o identically because the aggregate particles <) 1000 A ) behave .s the 

largest particle of which they are composed (generally between 500 an4 

o . 
1000 A ), so that the mean size of the aerosols functioning to form ice 

crystals by deposition never changes to any degree. The more accept.~ 

active site theory Provides another viable explanation. This is, if t~. 

nucleation rate is controlled simply by the distribution of active sites 

on single particles and this distribution does not change with ae;osol 

composition or degree of aggregation, the nucleation ra~e would not 

change, but the concentration of crystals produced would. One, , •• in, 

more insight could be gained in a properly controlled and par .. ,terized 

kinetic study. 

Attention is now turned to ~he contact nucleation bebavi9r of tbe 

~~xed AgI-AgCI aerosols. Confirmation of this ice 'crystal formatiOn 

mechanism at temperatures of ~16PC and warmer is fOund in the ~.~iation 

of kinetics with particle size and a comparison to the kinetics doter-

mined from aerosol- droplet collision tbeory. Comparison of figure 40b . 

with figure 36 displays the drastic change in rate constants when the 

mean aerosol size from combustion of the 20 mole ~ NH4Cl04 solution is 

decreased by a factor of two under maximum draft dilution. The increase 

in the rate of production of ice crystals by the smaller size distribu

tion for the same 1.5 gm-3 liquid water content is additional hard evi-

dence for contact nucleation. Figure 41 displays the raw and corrected 

kinetic plots for the aerosol produced when the AgI weight ~ is 

increased to 6~. No significant change from the 2~ AgI solution aerosol 

is apparent in the overall rate constants, as determined by the slopes 
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of the kinetic plots. This is confusing, but apparently is due to the 

fact that although the mean particle size is larger, this is largely due 

to the prqduction of aggregates in small enough concentrations so as npt 

to influence overall rates of ice crystal formation significantly. 

Brownian coagulation is most sensitive to changes in the smaller sized 

particles rather than the larger sizes greater than 1000 AO
• The basic 

character of the particle distribution below 1000' A
O 

is maintained when 

the AgI content is increased to 6~ and thus no change in crystal produc~ 

tion rates is recQgnizeable. A change to say, 2S~ AgI, may have 

achieved a more substantial change in aerosol size distribution. 

The method detailed in section 3.2 was used to produce theoretical 

kinetic plots for comparison to the experimental ones. Since aerosol 

and droplet size distributions were masured, equations 3.2.4 and 3.2.10 

for Brownian coagulation and wall diffusion were put in summation form 

to allow computer calculation of these components to the theOretical 

kinetics for the actual particle distributions. This is more accurate 

than the use of mean sizes in these calculations. The equations become, 

~ 
<---C) = Lo Fo L j exp(-KBo j CDJo t) rooo 1 1 1 

Fi is the fraction of aerosol of size i, and j refers to the droplet 

size. Only the results of calculations on the aerosols from combustion 

of the solution with 20 mole ~ NH4CI04 are presented here. Little addi

tional information is gained by plotting more data. Figure 42 displ~ys 

the theoretical plots of Brownian coagulation, wall diffusional, and 

airflow dilution losses for the natural draft aerosol at two cloud 
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-3 liquid water contents and the maximum fan aerosol at a 1.5 gm liquid 

water content. Since changes with temperature are basically negligible 

on the Brownian coagulation and wall diffusion plots, a temperature of 

o -12 C was used. Pressure was taken as 840 millibars. Lines are pur-

posely not drawn to the y-intercept at 4.605 in order to ignore the 

unrealistically fast coagUlation and diffusion in the first minute which 

is primarily an artifact of the use of a 50 A
O 

mean diameter to 

represent particles in the first size bin, when in fact there are prob-

ably few particles smaller than 50 AO there. Figures 43 and 44 display 

the resultant theoretical kinetic plots for the natural draft and max-

imum fan aerosol respectively. They are comparable to figures 29 and 

40a. 
-3 The theoret 1 cal plot at a liquid water content of 0.5 gm and 

-120 C for the natural draft aerosol is also included in figure 43 and is 

comparable to figure 32a. Graphically, it is seen that the experimental 

plots reflect slightly faster ice crystal formation rates than the 

theoretical plots in all cases. This can be quantified by comparison o~ 

theoretical and experimental contact time constants (equal to the 

inverse of the slope in each case) as in table 4. 

It must be remembered in comparing these values however, that the 

theoretical results are for 100% utilization of particles to form ice 

crystals at any temperature. This is not the case experimentally. 

Also, the accuracy of aerosol and droplet sizing must be considered, as 

well as the the lack of accurate knowledge of the exact magnitude and 

temperature dependencies of wall diffusional effects. Therefore, the 

agree~ent to within 20 to 40% is actually quite remarkable. 
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combustion of the solution with the addition of 20 
mole% NH

4
Cl0
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Figure 44. Theoretical kinetics plots for the aerosol from the 
combustion of the solution with the addition of 20 
mole% NH4 CIO 4 and generated ~ ... ith maximum draft 
dilution. 
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Table 4. 
CONTACT NUCLEATION TIME CONSTANTS 

NAl1JRA1.. DRAFI' 

(LWC= 0.5 gm-3) 

° T= -12 C 

-3 (LWC= 1.5 gm ) 

o T= -6 C 
° T= -8 C 
° T= -10 C 
° T= -12 C 

T= -16°C 
T= -20°C 

MlUIMUM DRAFT -3 
(LWC= 1.5 gm ) 

T= -6°C 
T= -SoC 
T= -10°C 
T= -12°C 
T= -16°C 
T= -20°C 

THEORE'fIOAL 

(min) 

17.1 

13.7 
12.5 
10.7 
9.2 
7.7 
6.8 

9.9 
9.3 
8.3 
7.3 
6.3 
5.7 

E:1PERIMENTAh 

(min) 

13.1 

7.7 
8.8 
6.3 
7.1 
5.5 
2.8 

5.1 
S.O 
4.7 
4.5 
2.3 

Perhaps a better indicator of the agreement between the results and 

theo~y is obtained by comparing the actual ·change in kinetic slope that 

occurs when liquid water conte~t is changed to that predicted by theory. 

This comparison is presented in Table 5 by the ratios of these slopes 

for the natural draft and maximum draft aerosols from the solution with 

20 mole ~ NH
4

Cl04 • The theoretical ratios were obtained using the 

kinetic slopes of Brownian collection plus wall diffusional losses. The 

agreement is quite good. This confirms that collisions between aerosol 

particles and droplets are indeed responsible for the production of ice 

crystals and the rate of this process. 
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-3 Tab_lf S. 
LWC RATIO (O.S gm /1.5 gm ) OF KINETIC SLOPE AT -120 C 

NATIJRAL DRAFT 

MAXIMUM DRAFT 

CORRECTED 
EFBlUMEN'f~ 

0.S84 

0.443 

T:HBORE'fIeAb 
0.614 

0.S48 

To this point. little has been said concerning the obvious varia,... 

tion of rate constant with temperature, even afte'r correction for air-

flow dilution. This is meaningful information in light of the governing 

contact nucle,ation me'chanism. The interpretation which follows is based 

on a general overview of the kinetic data" It is an unfortunate conse-

quence mainly of the lack of adequate control over aerosol size and con-

centration fluctuations under natural draft dUu:tion (and to a lesser 

extent. cloud control) that conclusions regarding the temperature coef-

ficient of ice crystal formation rate must be draWl! from general trends. 

It has been stated that the kinetic plot is formed from an avera,ge rate 

plot. If the component rate plots for a given t,emperature are plotted 
1<' 

kinetica11y it is found that the range of slope c'an be rather large. 

Outlier tests can also have a significant effect on the resultant slope 

of the average plot. For example. a't -120 C. the aerosol from combustion 

of the solution with 20 mole" NH
4

CI0
4 

forms ice crystals with an aver

age rate plot that results in a kinetic sope of 0.1413 (at an LWC l.S 

-3 gm ). The component slopes range from 0.1321 to 0.170S. Two outliers 

(out of seven total) in the lower part of the range were highly influen

tial. 
-3 

At a liquid water content of O.S 8m • the mean kinetic slope was 

0.0766 with a range of 0.OS01 to 0.0991. The lack of outliers produced 

a more representative mean value in this case. Still. slope can vary by 
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as much as 0.02 from the mean over a period of time. Therefore, a large 

number of tests over an extended time period would be necessary to pro-

vide confide~ce in a mean slope value at a given temperature using the 

present dilution system (natural draft). Efficient operating procedures 

and time considerations simply did not allow this. Most often, a simple 

temperature was covered in a single day. Another complicating factor 

would be a violation of the assumed small magnitude and constancy of 

wall effects with temperature and LWC. 

In light of the above discussion, it might seem futile to attempt 

to interpret this data. However, in the cases of the first fou~ aero-

sols tested under natural draft (figures 34, 35, 36, 37), som~what more 

numerous tests (twice as many in general) were performed ove~ a more 

extended time period than for the two subsequently tested aerosols. 

Therefore, an overview concentrating on these data might be useful and, 

as will be shown, there is additional evidence to support the conclusion 

attained. In figures 34 and 35 (Standard and 10 mole ~ NH4Cl04 respec

tively) only the -120 C plot is out of line in a sequence which shows t~e 

rate constant value to be inversely proportional to absolute tempera-

ture •• This pattern is violated in figure 36 (20 mole ~ NH
4

Cl0
4
), but 

even there four of the six plots show the relationship (-8C, -12C, -16C, 

-20C). o In figure 37 (30 mole ~ NH
4

Cl0
4
), only the -6 C plot violates 

the suggested inverse relationship between temperature and crystal for-

mation rate. The less complete data sets shown in figures 38 and 41 (40 

mole ~ NH4Cl04 and 6% AgI) are not conclusive in suggesting any rela-

tionship. The latter seems to show a direct relationship between tem-

perature and crystal formation rate, but the fewest tests were run on 

this most variable of the generated aerosols. Thus, for four of the 
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aerosols tested under natural draft (representing 82~ of the total 

tests) and under the limitations mentioned. there is a strong suggestion 

of an increase in rate constant as temperature decreases. Note that 

there is no such relationship under maximum fan generation of the 20 

mole ~ NH4Ci04 aerosol (figure 40b). This is probably due to the lack 

of dispersity and variability of this aerosol. Acting essentially as a 

monodisperse aerosol. only the direct relationship between temperature 

and rate (from Brownian coagulation theory) would be expected to show 

up. 

Since kinetic changes with changes in droplet concentration iden-

tify the mechanism for ice crystal formation on all of the aerosols to 

o be solely contact at temperatures of -16 C and warmer. an explanation of 

the observed temperature-rate relationship is required. The explanation 

can only involve the effective particle size utilized in the formation 

of ice crystals at a given temperature. As the temperature is lowered. 

the mean particle size effective in forming ice crystals becomes smaller 

and consequently both rates of ice crystal formation and numbers of ice 

crystals produced are increased. That there is an inherent particle 

size effect in contact nucleation efficiency is demonstrated by figure 

4S which displays the composite nucleation efficiency of three different 

mean sized aerosols across the temperature spectrum. Nucleation effi-

ciency in this figure is based on lOa. at -200 C. This assumption may 

not be exactly valid. but the number of ice crystals per gram at this 

temperature are already greater than the numbers of particles per gram 

calculated from the particle size distributions in section 5.1.2. Also, 

based on the effectiveness curve shapes alone, the maximum draft aerosol 

is least likely to be 100. efficient at -200 C, biasing the efficiency 
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Figure 45. Size dependency of the composite nucleation efficiency. 
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values higher for this aerosol. Figure 45 is plotted such that the 

lowest curve on the vertical scale is the most efficient at a given tem

perature. A decrease in particle size is directly related to a decrease 

in efficiency. However, orders of magnitude changes in effectiveness 

are necessary to result in a significant change in ice crystal formation 

rates as temperature decreases. This suggests that there is not a 

strict size cut-off to nucleation by contact at a given temperature. 

Therefore, all sized aerosols must be participating in ice crystal for

~ation to some degree. These results are consistent with a theory of 

active sites being responsible for freezing nucleation following con

tact. 

There are two p~ssible explanations for the enhanced warm tempera

ture efficiency of the mixed AgI-AgCI aerosols in light of the above 

results. First, the presence of the chlorine atoms could simply be pro~ 

viding additional active sites on all particles. However, this cannot 

explain the the drop in effectiveness with the addition-of 40 mole ~ 

NH
4

CI0
4 

to the standard generator solution. The trend in effectivenesJ 

results was more in agreement with a combined epitaxy and improved 

active sites argument for increases in ice nucleating ability. Such an 

improvement increases nucleation efficiency by" increasing the rate of 

freezing of water to form ice embryos on active sites. Therefore, it is 

most likely that effectiveness increases are a result of an alteration 

of the competition between the rate of freezing and the rate of a deac

tivation mechanism following collisions between droplets and aerosol 

particles. This deactivation mechanism is probably dissolution. When 

an active site comes in contact with supercooled water it will be etched' 

and ultimately destroyed if nucleation does not occur first. Solubility 
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rate increases with increasing temperature and decreasing particle size. 

For the mixed AgI-AgCl aerosols then, freezing prevails at the warmer 

temperatures not only due to the improved epitaxy and surface active 

site nature but because solubility is decreased with the removal of 

hygroscopic impurities. The determination of exact importance of solu

bility and proof that it is indeed a factor must await further testing. 

This question might be attacked by the observation of the dependence of 

nuclei effectiveness on droplet size, since solubility rate is also a 

function of droplet size (Matthews et al., 1972). This study was not 

possible with the present cloud generation technique. 



VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summary-and Conclusions 

The concept of mixed-aerosol phase change kinetics, an examination 

of the rates of ice crystal formation in a macro-kinetic fashion, has 

been introduced to delineate mechanisms and gain information into the 

inter-relationships between the various characteristics of the mixed 

AgI-AgCI nuclei. Mixed AgI-AgCI (silver iodide-silver chloride) ice 

nuclei have been generated using a laboratory acetone burner similar in 

basic design to many used for operational weather modification. These 

ice nucleating aerosols have been characterized and compared to standard 

AgI aerosols (from the 2AgI-NH4I-acetone-water solution combustion sys

tem). Characterization included a documentation of chemistry and parti

cle sizes for correlation to the effectiveness, rates, and mechanisms of 

ice crystal formation determined in a well characterized and controlled 

laboratory cloud (held isothermally and water saturated at various tem

peratures). The major results and conclusions which can be drawn are as 

follows: 

Ae-ros-ol-Effe-etive-ne-s-s- -Versus--C-ompos-ition 

1) The enhanced ice nucleation effectiveness of the aerosols gen

erated has been directly related to the presence of chlorine in 

the aerosol. Although additional x-ray crystallographic 

analysis is necessary to confirm the structure of the Ag-I-CI 

mixture, it seems highly likely that solid solution aerosols are 

produced. Assuming so, the new crystal lattice found to maxim

ize ice nucleation efficiency contained 21.9 mole ~ chlorine 

atoms in place of the iodine atoms of the AgI lattice. This 
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aerosol was produced by the addition of 30 mole % NH4Cl0
4 

(with 

respect to AgI) to the standard generator solution. This 

resulted in increases in aerosol effectiveness of approximately 

IS 0 one order of magnitude (10 Ie/gram) at -12 C to three orders of 

magnitude (1013IC/gram) at -6 0 C over the standard aerosol. 

2) Mixed AgI-AgCl aerosols of the proper composition would be 

expected to display better epitaxy than pure AgI and the results 

to support such a hypothesis. The ice nucleation effectiveness 

displayed an increasing trend as the chlorine content of the 

aerosol was increased to the 21.9 mole % value. However, when 

the mole % was increased to 30% (aerosol from the solution with 

40 mole % NH
4

CI0
4
), effectiveness decreased by a much larger 

amount than could be explained by particle size changes alone. 

Such a trend is expected when epitaxy is responsible for effec-

tiveness increases because too many chlorine atoms would eventu-

ally destroy the epitaxial match of the lattice to ice. AgCI 

alone is a poor ice nucleant. Although epitaxy differences can 

explain the enhanced ice nucleation efficiencies, su~face pro-

perties affecting nucleation might have also been changed with 

the addition of ammonium perchlorate. 

3) The composition maximum effectiveness relationship found in this 

research is comparable to that which might be present in the 

highly effective aerosol from the NEI TB-l pyrotechnic with hex-

achlorobenzene. If that pyrotechnic produced mixed AgI-AgCI 

100% efficiently upon combustion it would contain 22.7 mole % 

chlorine. 
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Ratelt""and- -Mechanisms- -for -Ice-Crys-tal- -Format-ion 

1) Rates of ice crystal formation by the standard AgI aerosol and 

the mixed aerosols may be generally characterized as "slow" for 

the generation technique utilized and cloud conditions simu-

lated. Typical times for 9~ utilization of aerosols to produce 

-3 ice crystals are from twenty to forty minutes, in a 1.S gm 

liquid water cloud. The time for utilization is highly depen-

dent on liquid water content in an inversely proportional rela-

tionship. 

2) For the conditions simulated, the mechanism for ice crystal for-

mation on the mixed AgI-AgCI aerosols, as well as the standard 

AgI aerosol, is purely contact freezing nucleation at tempera-

o tures of -16 C and warmer. This result is derived from changes 

in the macro- kinetics of ice crystal production with cloud dro-

plet (LWC) changes (while water saturation .is maintained). The 

clean first order kinetics also assures that nucleation follow-

ing contact is instantaneous when it occurs. The contact 

nucleation behavior is confirmed by the large increase in rate 

constant which occurs when the mean aerosol size is halved and 

by the agreement with theoretical coagulation time constants to 

within 20 to 4~. Also, the experimental change of ice crystal 

formation rate with liquid water content was shown to agree well 

quantitatively with that predicted by theory. 

o 3) At a temperature of -20 C, ice crystals are produced by both the 

contact nucleation mechanism and a deposition nucleation mechan-

ism. The kinetic behavior of all aerosols to form ice crystals 

at this temperature is non-linear on a first order plot, but can 
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be readily interpreted as a combination of first order processes 

with differing rate constants. The slower process at a liquid 

water content of 1.5 gm-3 is identified as deposition by its 

kinetic insensitivity to changes in liquid water content. Chem-

ical considerations rule out a condensation freezing mechanism. 

The deposition mechanism is responsible for between 20 and 60. 

o of the ice crystal production by the aerosols tested at -20 C 

-3 and a LWC of 1.5 gm • It is quite certain that this is the 

dominant mechanism for ice crystal formation at LWC values of 

0.5 gm-3 and below (in terms of ice crystal formation rate). 

4) The rate of formation of ice crystals by deposition at -200 C is 

indepe~<l"'l1t of mean particle size and composition. This was 

displayed by the near constancy of kinetic slope (rate constant) 

with changes in these parameters. However, there appeared a 

o good correlation between the ~ of particles greater than 500 A C 

and the ~ of ice crystals formed by deposition (as determined 

from the kinetic plots) at -200 C. The existence of a particle 

size cut-off for deposition is in agreement with the results of . 

previous authors. The independence of the deposition nucleation 

rate on particle sizes greater than. this minimum size is 

explainable by either a particle size dependent nucleation rate 

or a nucleation rate which is a function of the presence of 

active sites only. The distinction cannot be made in this study 

due to the existence of many aggregate particles ( and lack of 

knowledge of their nucleating characteristics) and inability to 

isolate particle sizes. 
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5) The efficiency versus temperature relationship of nucleation by 

contact can be explained by theory of nucleation at active sites 

on the surface of nuclei. However, the enhanced efficiency of 

nucleation by mixed AgI-AgCl aerosols at warmer temperatures is 

most likely a reflection of a change in a competition betw~en 

the rate of freezing of droplets and the rate of dissolution of 

active sites following collision. The involvement of active 

sites is deduced from the fact that smaller particles are 

inherently less efficient in nucleating ice crystals, yet all 

particle sizes participate in the nucleation process to some 

degree. The inverse relationship between temperature and the 

rate constant for ice crystal formation indicated'that the mean 

effective particle size was a decreasing function of decreasing 

temperature and this particle size effect was co~firmed by com

paring nucleation efficiency for three different mean sized 

aerosols. However, large changes in effectiveness were neces

sary to effect only small changes in rate constant, indicating 

that probably all particle sizes were involved in ice crystal 

formation at a given temperature. The data suggests that the 

addition of chlorine to the silver iodide lattice is indeed 

improving epitaxy and/or the nature of active sites. Better 

epitaxy only increases the rate of nucleation. Therefore this 

rate must be in competition with one which destroys nucleation 

ability. The rate of solubility is the most likely competitor, 

and this rate is decreased with the addition of chlorine. 
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Interre 18 tionships -Between ehemistry. -Partie le -Size i -EffectiveJtes-s- i 

Rates -and-Mechanisms 

1) Nuclei chemistry is perhaps the single most important factor 

determining and relating the nucleating characteristics of mixed 

silver iodide-silver chloride aerosols. They are efficient ice 

nuclei because of their chemical structure. Their mechanism for 

nucleating ice at most temperatures of concern is limited by 

their chemistry in that they are non-hygroscopic. They are mor~ 

efficient nucleators of ice (for given compositions) than the 

AgI nuclei produced from combustion of the 2AgI.NH4I-acetQne

water solution because their improved epitaxy favors free~ing in 

the hypothesized competition with solubility (very little chanse 

from pure AgI) following collision with droplets. 

2) Particle size is a very important factor relating the charac-

teristics of mixed AgI-AgCl ice nuclei. Given the contact 

o nucleation mechanism at temperatures of -16 C and Warmer, part~-

cle size controls the rate at which ice crystals are formed. 

Smaller particles necessarily produce ice crystals at a faster 

rate, but less efficiently than larger particles. Particle size 

is also a controlling factor in determining the mechanism for 

o ice crystal formation at -20 C, and consequently rates of ice 

crystal formation. 

6.2 Experimental Impli-cat-ions-and-Sbnificance 

Use -of Kinetics -to-Study-Ice--Crystal-Nucleation -and -Evolution 

The fact that ice crystal formation data could be plotted and 

interpreted kinetically was itself a significant result of this study. 

There was no certainty that the principles of chemical reaction kinetics 
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could be applied to mixed aerosol systems although the similarity to 

heterogeneously catalyzed crystallization processes suggested it was so. 

The success of the procedure now provides a method to help distinguish 

singular or competitive mechanisms for ice crystal formation by aerosols 

in controlled cloud conditions which may be simulated in larger cloud 

chambers. This will allow better understanding of the nucleating 

characteristics of actual field senerator effluents in atmospheric 

clouds. and provide a relatively simple. method for studying the various 

nucleation mechanisms (and parameters involved) as well. Kinetics actu-

ally provides the bridge to quantitatively transfer laboratory results 

to the atmosphere. In this particular experiment the knowledse of the 

contact mechanism and the rate constant for deposition is "information 

which would not be apparent simply from ice crystal formation rate data. 

This knowledge allows one to model ice crystal formation by these aero-

sols in water saturated clouds. with the appropriate contact nucleation 

model (to obtain the contact rate constant) to account for varying dro-

plet distributions and magnitudes of non-Brownian transport mechanisms. 

Of course. it would have been desirable to perform tests with more real~ 

istic cloud droplet concentrations to determine whether other mechanisms 

were masked at warmer temperatures. However. if other mechanisms do 

produce ice crystals on mixed AgI - AgCl at warmer temperatures and 

water saturation. their rate of formation of ice crystals is obviously 

very much slower than the contact nucleation rate measured in this 

-3 research. even at a 0.5 gm LWC. This would be undesirable for weather 

modification purposes. 

The fact that the interpretation of the macro-kinetics was not com-

plicated by an aerosol size distribution has implications to the use of 
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these methods to study ice evolution in naturally and artificially 

nucleated atmospheric clouds whose ice crystal concentrations (and othe~ 
.~ 

parameters) can be chara;t~rized by cloud physics aircraft. Recent data 

published by Cooper and Vali (1981) indicate that this is indeed possi-

ble. Figure 15 from Cooper and Vali (1981) is shown as figure 46a here. 

It displays ice crystal concentrations as a function of time (based on 

horizontal wind speed) at a given level within a orographic cap cloud 

over Elk Mountain, Wyoming. Crystal concentrations were obtained from a 

Particle Measuring Systems 2-D spectrometer probe. These data can be 

transformed into a percent ice crystal formation versus time plot and 

thus into the kinetic plot of figure 46b. Although concentration esti-

mation was made difficult by the small scale of figure 46a, the linear-

ity of the kinetic plot is impressive. It states that a singular (and 

fast) mechanism for ice crystal formation begins near the e6ge of the 

water saturated cloud. Variations with temperature and droplet concen~ 

tration would help identify this mechanism. However, the point made 

here is that the kinetic methodology outlined in this thesis is also 

applicable to investigating mechanisms of natural and artificial ice 

evolution in real clouds. 

Implication$-toWeatber Modification 

The most practically applicable result of this study in terms of 

weather modification is the production of a new ice nucleant with supe-

i ti it t t t h -16°C. r or ac v y a empera ures warmer t an This fact needs to be 

confirmed for the same aerosols generated with commercial solution 

combustion generators. Such a confirmatory test has recently been com-

pleted using a field generator belonging to North American Weather Con-

sultants (NAWC). With the addition of NH4CI04 to their standard solu-
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tion. one to three orders of magnitude increases in effectiveness were 

o observed at temperatures of -10 C and warmer. and the threshold of 

detectable ice crystal formation was increased by a full I.S oC. Prelim-

inary kinetic studies. have shown that both the standard aerosol and the 

mixed AgI-AgCI aerosol were forming ice crystals by contact nucleation 

at these temperatures. Thus, at little additional cost. the NAWC gen-

erator can produce nuclei which function the same at those presently 

used. but are 10 to 1000 times more efficient in nucleating ice crystals 

by that mechanism. The temperature regime where this enhancement is 

occurs is particularly important for precipitation enhancement applica-

tions. 

While the behavior of the mixed AgI-AgCI aerosols has been charac-

terized only at water saturation, the chemical nature of the aerosols 

would suggest that high sustained supersaturations would be necessary to 

force a condensation- freezing mechanism for ice crystal formation. If 

contact nucleation is indeed the primary mechanism for ice crystal for-

mation by mixed AgI-AgCI aerosols in the atmosphere. the limitations of 

this process must be considered for some weather modification applica-

tions. In weather modification for wintertime orographic precipitation 

enhancement for example. cloud liquid water. contents rarely exceed 0.5 

gm-3 and more generally are in the 0.2 gm-3 range (depending on looa-

tion), with droplet concentrations of no more than a few hundred per 

3 
cm. Ice crystal formation rates by purely contact nucleation in these 

clouds would be a slow and continued process which might not produce the 

desired ice crystal concentrations over the allowed time and space 

frame. On the other hand. this characteristic of a contact nucleating 

agent might be useful over large areas if seeding rates are adjusted 
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appropriately. In any case_ knowledge of ice crystal formation rates by 

such nucleating agents is absolutely vital in planning seeding stra

tegies and in choosing nucleating agents themselves. Accurate delivery 

of ice nuclei into a cloud with defined weather modification potential 

does not assure success without due consideration to nucleation. 

Lab-oratory-Procedure·Qhanges-

More accurate and consistent determinations of ice nucleation 

effectiveness of weather modification nucleating agents will be possible 

in future testing at the Cloud Simulation Laboratory as a result of this 

research. Much variability in past measurements was likely due to the 

assumption of a constant value for aerosol dilution during ascent up the 

vertical dilution wind tunnel. A hot wire anemometer is now in place to 

determine the dilution value during every aerosol sample withdrawal. A 

permanent low speed fan would be most desirable in the future_ so that 

vertical wind speed would be constant in the tunnel. This would help 

eliminate aerosol size distribution variability. Greater accuracy of 

effectiveness values is also insured with the calibration of chamber 

dilution airflow versus temperature and the knowledge of how to correct· 

effectiveness values for this factor. 

6.3 Sllgges-t-ions---for -Future-Res-earc-h 

Two tasks remain in a complete characterization of mixed AgI-AgCI 

ice nuclei. First is a simple study of the photodecay of the ice 

nucleating ability of these aerosols. This should be accomplished 

before these aerosols are generated operationally. It might be achieved 

by use of an aerosol holdng tank from which the nuclei can be withdrawn 

at various intervals_ under both dark and irradiated conditions_ and 

tested for effectiveness in the ICC. A more esoteric task remaining is 
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an x-ray chrystallographic analysis of the most effective aerosol to 

positively identify structure and obtain lattice constants for compari

son to both AgI and ice. 

A number of related studies are suggested by the concepts and 

results presented here. In terms of laboratory studies, a confirmatory 

and carefully designed quantitative kinetics experiment would be of 

greatest scientific merit. Such a study would properly investigate all 

ice nucleation mechanisms kinetically. Size classification and concen

tration control of aerosols and droplets would be absolutely necessary 

and extension of studies below and above water saturation could be 

achieved by use of a continuous flow ice thermal diffusion chamber and 

the CSU controlV'd expansion dynamics chamber respectively. Such a 

study would help quantify the interrelationships discussed in section 

6.1 and this knowledge would be the basis for modelling ice crystal for

mation by weather modification aerosols under representative atmospheric 

conditions. Using the isothermal cloud chamber alone, studies similar 

to the one presented here should be performed on other previously or 

commonly used weather modification aerosols, simply to gain information' 

on their characteristic rates and mechanisms for ice crystal formation. 

AgI-NaI complex aerosols, for example. likely display very different 

nucleating characteristics at water saturation than those studied here. 

This could have implications to the results obtained from operational 

weather modification programs using the different nucleants. Another 

interesting laboratory study would investigate the potentially highly 

efficient AgI-AgBr nuclei. In terms of field studies, the identifica

tion of ice crystal formation rates by both natural and artificial 

nucleants in clouds should be pursued. In addition. the kinetics 
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approach to their study should be applied to confirm the validity of the 

approach in the atmosphere and hopefully identify nucleation mechanisms. 

This important knowledge is noticeably lacking at the present time. 
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APPENDIX A 
Cloud-Droplet- -She-·Dis-t-ri~ut-ions 

The following pages contain cloud droplet size distributions for 

th~ ICC acr9Ss its operating temperature spectrum and at liquid we.ter 

contents of 0.5 gm-3 and 1.5 gm-3 using the FSSP. Such a calibration 

has never been documented for the ICC and this information should prove 

va1~able in the future. This data was also useful in the determill.ation 

of the theoretical rates of ice crystal formation in a contact nuclea-

tion process, and simply in displaying that droplet concentrations do 

indeed change significantly when the LWC is changed. The first figure 

displays the droplet size distribution as determined by the soot coated 

slide technique in l Q70 for comparison to the new results. The FSSP 

distributions are given as the percent of total droplets present per 

micron sized droplet radius bin. 

\ 
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Figure 47. Cloud droplet si~e (radius) distribution 
determined from soot coated slides (from 
ultrasonic humidifier service manual). 

Figures 48 to 57. Cloud droplet size distributions at various 
cloud tem£3ratures fo:

3
liquid water contents 

of 0.5 gm and 1.5 gm (decermined using 
the FSSP ). 
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APPENDIX B 
the Electrostatic-Precipitator 

The electrostatic precipitator designed for this research uses an 

estimated 3000 volt potential between a cylindrical type conductor and a 

central rod to produce an electric field for both charging and collect-

ing an aerosol. It is diagrammed in figure 58. From Resnick and Holi-

day (1962), the electric field E for a cylindrical conductor is given 

by, 

E = Y In h. 
r a 

With r=a, an electric field strength of approximately 4000 V/cm is cal-

culated. Following Hesheth (1977), V , the pullout velocity by the 
e 

electric field can bp. calculated and a theoretical collection efficiency 

versus particle size can be computed for this precipitator. 

E = charging electric field 
0 

E = pullout electric field p 

y = absolute viscosity of air 

R = particle radius 

A mean free path of air molecules 

A 0.864. 

This expression accounts for both diffusional charging (random 

motion and collision of charged ions and particles) and field charging 

(corona discharge produces ions and electrons which are accelerated to 

the particles by the electric field) mechanisms. -6 Using A= 8 x 10 cm 

-4 -1-1 
and r= 1.85 x 10 gcm s , V was calculated for various particle 

e 

sizes. The efficiency of collection given the geometry is then, 

.... ,,, . ..,,, 
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-2LV 
PE = 1 - exp(~ --~) 

f • a 

Figure S9 displays the relationship of PE versus particle radius. This 

is valid only for laminar floy. Assuming such, particle size distribu-

tions deter!l1ined from the collecting substrate would need proper adjust-

mente 
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Figure 58. Schematic of the electrostatic precipitator. 
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